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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A a Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
(727) 547-5600 a FAX (727) 547-5610
An Equal Opportun;ty Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of July 8, 1999
8:30A.M.
8:30 am - JWB VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION

Ill.

M:TION ITEMS
J ychange in November Board Meeting Date (Nov. 11 -Veteran's Day)
/£3.
lity Child Care- Grant Awards
C
plemental Funding Requests - Current Agencies
High Point Neighborhood Family Center
. Operation PAR- Prevention
D. New Funding Requests
/y. Pinellas County - Justice Coordination
(2. State Budget Reductions- Directions
E. 1999-2000 Budget

IV.
/

c

INFORMATION ITEMS
A. Legislative Report- To Be Distributed
)3. Quarterly Fiscal Monitoring Report
. . Friends of the Deaf
. . Juvenile Services Program
C. Arthur Andersen Maintenance Agreement
D. Employee Personnel Committee (EPC) Monthly Report- To Be Distributed
E. Healthy Kids Monitoring Report
F. Financial Report for June- To Be Distributed
G. Personnel Report for June
H. Technology Report on Year Two Thousand Technology
I. Site Visit Summaries
J. Training Center Report
K. Media Items
L. Access Network Group of Early Learning Substitutes (ANGELS)
Continued on Back

MYRTLE SMITH-CARROLL, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

Juvenile Welfare Board
Agenda - July 8, 1999 Meeting
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V.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens. Requests for
special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the Board meeting.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT
UPCOMING DATES:

TRIM Meeting #1- Thursday, August 19
TRIM Meeting #2 - Thursday, August 26
September 9, 1999 - Regular Board Meeting

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
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Harris, The Han. Calvin
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Hinesley, Dr. J. Howard

HOME ADDRESS

Pinellas County Commission
315 Court Street
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Phone: 464-3360 FAX: 447-3738
Superintendent
Pinellas County Schools
301 Fourth Street, S.W .
Largo, FL 33770
Phone: 586-1818 FAX: 588-6202
Ext. 1-1010
Judge of the Circuit Court
Juvenile Division
14250- 49th Street, N.
Clearwater, FL 33762
Phone: 464-7333 FAX: 464-7091
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* = Gubernatorial Appointment
Last Update: 04/08/99
(Currently One Vacancy)

Judge of the Circuit Court
Juvenile Division
14250 - 49th Street, N.
Clearwater, FL 33762
Phone: 464-6137 FAX: 464-7091

17980 Gulf Blvd., #105
Redington Shores, FL 33708
Phone: 391-9634 FAX: Same

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS
COUNTY
6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A 0 Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
(727) 547-5600 0 FAX (727) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, ACSW

DATE:

July 1, 1999

RE:

Board Meetings- July 8, 1999 - 8:30 a.m.

This is a reminder that our annual Board recognition of JWB
volunteers involved with our Community Councils, Children's
Services Committees, and other Board groups will take place
preceding our July 8 Board meeting. From 8:30 a.m. until 9:00
a.m., we'll have refreshments and a chance to express our
appreciation to the many volunteers who make our programs a
success.
Our next regular Board meeting will begin at 9:00a.m. Enclosed
are the minutes of our June 10 meeting, along with the agenda and
meeting materials for the July meeting for your review. If, after
looking over the materials, you have any suggested changes to the
agenda for this meeting or any future meetings, please let me
know.
We will be calling to confirm attendance, and look forward to
seeing you next Thursday.

JEM/tmg
Enclosures

c
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of June 10, 1999
MINUTES
Present:

Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Chairperson; Donna McRae, Vice
Chairperson; Jeanne Malchon, Secretary; Commissioner Calvin
Harris; Judge Walt Logan; Norma Rienhardt; Terry Smilijanich,
Board Counsel, James E. Mills, Executive Director; and Teddi
Gates, Executive Assistant

Absent:

Dr. J. Howard Hinesley, Judge Peter Ramsberger
Also present was Martha Maddux, former Board member.

Ms. Smith-Carroll called the meeting to order at 9:03 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES
A MOTION WAS MADE BY COMMISSIONER HARRIS AND
SECONDED BY JUDGE LOGAN TO APPROVE THE AGENDA OF THE
JUNE 10 MEETING. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
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A MOTION WAS MADE BY JUDGE LOGAN TO CORRECT THE
MINUTES OF THE MAY 13 MEETING AS FOLLOWS: PAGE 5,
PARAGRAPH FOUR- ADD "JIM MILLS WAS IN ATTENDANCE AS
PART OF THE COMMITTEE AS WELL". COMMISSIONER HARRIS
THEN MADE A MOTION WHICH WAS SECONDED BY MS. MC RAE
TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE MAY 13 MEETING AS
CORRECTED. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
There was no Executive Committee action since the last regular Board meeting.
PRESENTATION TO FORMER BOARD MEMBER
Ms. Smith-Carroll called on Ms. Martha Maddux to come forward to be
recognized by Board members for her former service and for serving as
Chairperson of the JWB Board . Board members expressed their thanks for her
counsel and service, and present her with a small token of appreciation. Ms.
Maddux's daughter Rachael was also recognized .
1999-00 BUDGET
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Ms. Sahulka, Director of Programs and Finance, presented the Fiscal Year 199999 Proposed Budget to the Board. She reminded Board members that this
year's budget workshop would be held on June 24, beginning at 5:30 p.m. Ms.
1
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Sahulka reviewed format changes made to the proposed budget to show more
clearly how it corresponds with our JWB Strategic Plan. She noted that our
Millage rate of 0.8117 is the same as for last fiscal year. Ms. Sahulka reported
that last year we contracted with 68 agencies and 123 continuation programs, up
13 agencies and 19 programs over the previous fiscal year. The proposed
budget includes the addition of two grade 5 program consultants. Mr. Mills
commended Ms. Sahulka's efforts to ensure that the 1999-00 budget be more
targeted to our Strategic Plan and easier to understand.
ACTION ITEMS
111-A TRIM Meeting Dates: After reviewing proposed dates,
BOARD MEMBERS APPROVED AUGUST 19 FOR THE FIRST TRIM
HEARING AND AUGUST 26 FOR THE FINAL TRIM HEARING, BOTH
MEETINGS TO BEGIN AT 5:15P.M.
111-B EPC Recommended Changes to Personnel Policies: Mr. Walt Williams,
Human Resources Manager, presented the recommendation that
THE BOARD DESIGNATE $43,447.53 FOR THE SICK LEAVE POOL
FOR CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS (SLPCI) AND APPROVE THE
CHANGES TO THE PERSONNEL MANUAL AS PROPOSED. THE
MOTION WAS MADE BY COMMISSIONER HARRIS AND SECONDED
BY MS. MALCHON, AND IT PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
111-C Girls, Inc. Recommendation:
Ms. Trenia Cox, Contract Manager,
presented the recommendation that JWB
Terminate the contract August 30 and require the program to
compete for renewal in the next New and Expanded funding cycle
(tentative schedule: January 2000)
Take no action to recover or adjust funding expended for the period
of October 1, 1998 to June 10, 1999.
Transfer the $60,665 budget for the Pregnancy and Substance Abuse
Prevention Programs to FY 99-00 New and Expanded funding.
Ms. Cox explained that Girls, Inc. had been awarded a contract of $60,665 to
implement a Preventing Adolescent Pregnancy Program (P.A.P.) and the
Friendly PEERsuasion Program, a drug abuse prevention curriculum. Funds
were to be used for the hiring of two Program Specialists responsible for the
implementation of the prevention programs, as well as travel, rental cost and
operating supplies. However, the pregnancy prevention program was not fully
initiated and the Friendly PEERsuasion Services program had been replaced
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with a KEYS program curriculum, a career development/job readiness program,
without prior written approval from JWB for the change. She added that Girls,
Inc. was in non-compliance with two provisions of their JWB contract and had not
met minimum service levels for the approved programs.
Ms. Smith-Carroll called on representatives of Girls, Inc. who had requested
permission to address the Board. Mr. Tim Caddell, Executive Director of Girls,
Inc. explained that there had been changes made by the Department of Children
and Families which included the need for a Certified Addiction Professional for
drug and alcohol programs. They had been negotiating with the Department of
Health to provide a certified individual to oversee the program, but had not
secured anyone to date. He said that service levels approved in the Girls, Inc.
contract had been adjusted down back in January and Girls, Inc. staff had
communicated with JWB along the way, although not in writing.
He said that
KEYS is not a program curriculum, but a resource. He said the service levels
were lower than expected due to mitigating circumstances. These included the
PAP program· being suddenly pulled out of Largo Middle School because it had
not been approved by the school district. He said that contacts had been made
and other community sites may be interested in having this program.
Commissioner Harris noted that a reduction in the service levels would also imply
a revision of the budget for the programs. Mr. Caddell said the original projection
of $36 per child was now projected at $150 per child. He said that the two staff
for the programs had not come on board until December. He said this
information was shared with JWB staff. Ms. Malchon asked if JWB had a formal
mechanism for recording informal contacts and if there is a requirement for
written documentation of changes to approved contract provisions. She noted
that communications is a problem to be addressed regarding this issue and
future programs.
Ms. McRae asked Mr. Caddell what he wanted the Board to do. He said he
wished the Board to waive the breach of contract and let Girls, Inc. continue their
programs with close monitoring. He said it would be a shame for Girls, Inc. to
have invested as much time in these programs to have them pulled at this point.
He said the programs had been successful at other Girls, Inc. locations in the
nation. Mr. Caddell said he was told by JWB staff that if their contract was
terminated they would not be able to apply for New and Expanding funding in the
next cycle. Mr. Mills pointed out that that had been listed as a possible option for
the Board, however, the staff recommendation to the Board was to require Girls,
Inc. to compete for renewal in the next New and Expanded funding cycle.
Commissioner Harris asked if Girls, Inc. now had approval for both components
of the programs in the school. Mr. Caddell said they did not. Judge Logan asked
where they stood in getting approval from the School Board for these programs.
Mr. Caddell said that, since school is now out, they would plan to run the
programs in neighborhood centers and would promote the programs through
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word-of-mouth. Ms. McRae inquired as to how girls become members of Girls,
Inc. Mr. Caddell said there is an application to be completed and a fee, which is
waived if necessary. Ms. McRae noted that the numbers originally submitted by
Girls, Inc. had seemed ambitious. She asked how they planned to get parents
involved. Mr. Caddell said the program has a component which includes
parents.
Commissioner Harris noted that, although the Board would not want to unduly
penalize the agency, they did submit an application stating that they would be
able to provide the services promised at $36 per child, and were now saying that
it would cost $150 per child. He said there must be accountability on the part of
agencies that the JWB provides tax dollars to. Judge Logan asked how much
of the JWB funds had been spent to date and how much additional funding was
projected to be needed through September. Mr. Caddell said he projects a total
of $41,268 to be expended through August 30, leaving a lapse of $19,397.
Following discussion,
COMMISSIONER HARRIS MOVED TO APPROVE THE STAFF
RECOMMENDATIONS AS PRESENTED TO TERMINATE THE
PROGRAM AS OF AUGUST 30.

Mr. Caddell noted that, as of August 30, two of their employees will be
unemployed. Ms. Smith-Carroll replied that, since the JWB contract provision
had not been implemented, the Board had no other choice. Commissioner
Harris noted that these programs cannot be part of our regular programs due to
their performance. Mr. Mills said that the issue of accountability goes to the
integrity of the competitive RFP process.
Agency applications that use
unrealistic numbers can be unfair to the agencies who use more realistic
numbers and then do not get funded .
He added that staff tried to be flexible
with Girls, Inc., even allowing them to lower their projections. However, Certified
Addiction Professionals are readily available and the agency's significant underperformance had to be brought to the attention of the Board . Ms. Malchon
added that there needs to be a more formal procedure between funded agencies
and JWB staff in keeping the Board informed when difficulties are encountered
before they become a serious problem. Following discussion,
THE MOTION AS PRESENTED WAS CALLED FOR A VOTE. JUDGE
LOGAN THEN MOVED TO TABLE THE VOTE UNTIL AUGUST TO
ALLOW GIRLS, INC. TIME TO COME INTO COMPLIANCE WITH THEIR
CONTRACT.

Judge Logan said he would ask that Girls, Inc. develop a full report on their
program over the next 60 days. Ms. Malchon asked if Judge Logan would
stipulate that their work be fully documented. He said he would. Mr. Mills asked
if a site visit would be required. Commissioner Harris noted that he respects
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Judge Logan's opinion and would want the Girls, Inc. programs to be successful.
However, the issue is one of fairness to the 123 successful programs that JWB
funds and the minimum of 50 other potential programs that applied for funding
and did not receive anything.
COMMISSIONER HARRIS THEN CALLED FOR A VOTE ON HIS
ORIGINAL MOTION. THE MOTION PASSED, WITH JUDGE LOGAN
DISSENTING.
THE MOTION WAS THEN MADE BY MS. RIENHARDT AND
SECONDED BY COMMISSIONER HARRIS TO APPROVE STAFF
RECOMMENDATION TO TAKE NO ACTION TO RECOVER OR
ADJUST FUNDING EXPENDED FOR THE PERIOD OF OCTOBER 1,
1998 TO JUNE 10, 1999. THE MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
THE MOTION WAS THEN MADE BY COMMISSIONER HARRIS AND
SECONDED BY MS. MALCHON TO TRANSFER THE $60,665 BUDGET
FOR THE PREGNANCY AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
PROGRAMS TO FY 99-00 NEW AND EXPANDED FUNDING. THE
MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

c

111-D Safe Start Demonstration Application: Dr. Spence reported that JWB
had an opportunity to move forward on the part of our Strategic Plan through a
collaborative effort in response to a Request for Proposals issued by the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. If approved, JWB would serve as
the lead agency in planning for future funding to address the issue of violence
prevention and mitigation among young children 0 - 6. If the application were
approved, funding of up to $3,350,000 over the course of 5 and one-half years
would be available. Dr. Spence noted that the deadline for this application was
June 14, and staff had been working with other agencies to complete the
application in anticipation of Board approval.

Commissioner Harris noted that one of the agencies participating was Devereaux
Foundation, which had recently withdrawn its RFP to be the lead agency in the
District V move to privatization. Dr. Spence noted that they withdrew due to a
long-standing concern about legal liability in the case of lawsuits.
Following
discussion,
COMMISSIONER HARRIS MOVED TO APPROVE THE JWB SERVING
AS THE APPLICANT AND LEAD AGENCY FOR THE SAFE START
INITIATIVE. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MS. RIENHARDT
AND PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
There followed discussion among Board members as to the definition of
"violence".

5
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OTHER BUSINESS

Ms. Smith-Carroll, referring to Attachment 4 to the Strategic Plan Update, asked
why "community" was not included among the "participants" in the Action Plan
Adopted column of May, 1998. Mr. Mills explained that the adoption of the
Strategic Plan in 1996 and the Strategic Plan Task Force Report Presentation in
1998 were the two planning documents, while adoption of the action plan
implementation was the work plan by which staff would implement the Strategic
Plan. Ms. Smith-Carroll asked about the advisory board that was to be made up
of people in the community that would help us meet whatever plan was adopted.
Mr. Mills said that the committee to which she referred was to be a reading
committee and respond to products of the Strategic Plan Task Force. A couple
of people had been appointed.
Ms. Smith-Carroll said that she made a
recommendation and nothing ever happened. She said names should have
been submitted to the Board for approval to appointment of a Community
Advisory Boa~d. Mr. Mills noted that the broader community involvement was a
part of the Community Mobilization that was under revision following the Board
workshop on that portion of the Action Plan.
Several new staff members were introduced to the Board including Corene
Collins, Julie Goetz and Jonathan Wade.
Judge Logan noted that he had attended a conference recently and heard a
presentation on the Behavioral Evaluation program which is funded by JWB. He
passed around a workbook from the presentation, which will be added to the
JWB Library. He noted that no one else in the state has this wonderful program
but Pinellas County and it is an excellent tool for use by the judges to determine
where youth are and get intervention underway if necessary.
He said this is
JWB money that is very well spent and the presentation was very professionally
done.
There was no additional business and the meeting was adjourned at 10:39 a.m.
Respectfully submitted by:

~~~"1-~
Jeanne Malchon
Secretary
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Item 111-A
Regular Meeting 07708799

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directi'

Requested Action
Change the date of the November 11, 1999 JWB Board meeting, which falls on the
Veterans Day holiday.

Options
1. Select Thursday, November 4, 1999 at 9:00 a.m. for the November Board meeting.
2. Select Thursd?Jy, November 18, 1999 at 9:00a.m. for the November Board meeting.
3. Select another date and time for the November Board meeting.

Recommended Action
Select Thursday, November 4, 1999 at 9:00a.m. for the November Board meeting.

Source of JWB Funds
None.

Fiscal Impact
None.

Narrative
Since Veterans Day is a holiday which is officially observed by the Juvenile Welfare
Board (per Personnel Policies, Section 5.13- Holidays), this meeting needs to be rescheduled and the new date advertised to the public.

Staff Resource Person: Teddi M. Gates
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Item 111.8.
Regular Meeting 7/8/99

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directo
Lisa Sahulka, Director of Programs

Finance~

Requested Action
The Juvenile Welfare Board is requested to approve 7 funding requests for a total of
up to $43,568 for FY 98-99 and $188,536 for FY 99-00.

Options
1.

Approve the request.

2.

Deny the request.

3.

Any other request the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1.

~pprove the 7 recommended Quality__.Ch~hool Readiness

J !unding requests in the amount up ~ FY 98-99 (July 8, 1999
to September 30, 1999) and up to~
$~ 536 for FY 99-00 .
.('-

Source of Funds

~~ ~f!r \I~ ~

\(\\
c_ c..~h- '-

c..'"

)

The FY 98-99 budget includes $100,000 for Quality Child Care/School Readiness
Funding and the FY 99-00 budget includes $200,000 for Quality Child Care/School
Readiness Funding.

Fiscal Impact
The FY 98-99 Quality Child Care/School Readiness budget will be reduced from
$100,000 to $56,432 and the FY 99-00 Quality Child Care/School Readiness budget
would be reduced from $200,000 to $11,464.

c

Narrative

/

The Juvenile Welfare Board issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) for Quality Child
Care/ School Readiness programs on June 1, 1999. The available funding was
$70,000 for FY 98-99 and up to $200,000 for FY 99-00. These dollars are available
for 15 months, which was specified in the RFP.
The RFP was designed to offer funding opportunities for training programs and
materials that target child-care providers or other professional or para-professional
staff who work with children ages 0-5 and their families in group or one-on-one
settings. (i.e., Parent Support groups, in-home visitation programs, and parent
training classes) The intent of the proposal was to enhance the skills and education
of those who work directly with children ages 0-5 and their families.
Funding was available for training programs:
•

To increase parental involvement in child care settings through training
opportunities and materials;

•

To provide child care workers with increased knowledge of quality child care,
school readiness and child development issues through training opportunities and
materials;

•

To increase parental knowledge of appropriate interactive child development
activities through training opportunities and materials;

•

To increase parental knowledge of local child care and school readiness
resources through training opportunities and materials;

Seven proposals were received and all are being recommended for funding. The
seven programs all focus on various aspects of child development, school readiness,
and parent involvement by furthering the skills of staff that work with children and
families.
Attachment A gives a summary of each of the programs. The NOVA - Track to
Parent Involvement allocation is being recommended at only $10,767. The budget
included incentive dollars ($150 per participant totaling $1 ,800) to be awarded after
the student completed the training. In addition, the agency requested $1,000 for 3
celebration dinners. Staff does not recommend either of these amounts.
Staff Resource Person: Pamela Needham and Mary Ann Goodrich

APPENDIXD

Quality Child Care/School Readiness Program
Proposal Rating Sheet
-

Applicant:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Reviewer:

---------------------------------

1. Mandatory (Proposals that do not meet the criteria in Section I can not be considered for
funding)

·:·
·:·

Is the Agency Certification Form complete?
Is the Proposal compatible with the core values and priorities of the JWB
Strategic Plan?

No

Yes

- -No

_ _Yes

--No

_ _Yes

0:• The applicant has included in the proposal a plan that:

•
•

•

•
•

Identifies developmental asset strategies that they will utilize.
States the need for the request.
Identifies the expected outcomes that demonstrate program effectiveness .
The budget is within RFP guidelines .
If a collaborative proposal is submitted, letters from all participating
agencies are included which define each agency's role .

_ _Yes

- -No
- -No

_ _Yes

- -No

_ _Yes

No

Yes

II. Project Summary/Introduction (maximum: 20 points)
1.

The proposal clearly addresses the programmatic questions outlined in t:,e RFP.
(0-5 points)

2. The proposal clearly explains how i~ is compatible with JWB's Straieg~c Plan.
(0-5 points)

0

1

No

0

1

current research literature. (0-5 points)

0

1

No

4. The proposal includes a sound ratio11ale for the program strategies proposed.
(0-5 points)

0

3

4

2

3

2

3

4

1

2

3

5
Yes

4

5
Yes

partially

4

partially

No

5
Yes

partially

No

3. The introduction identifies ,·elevani issues, firdinQs ""d recommendations from

2

partially

5
Yes

Sub-total - summary/introduction (add scores items 1-4)
Ill Methodology (Maximum: 50 points)
1.

The proposal clearly states training activities. (0-5 points)

0

1

No

2. The proposal clearly defines how training will be provided. (0-5 points)

0

1

No

3. The proposal clearly identifies the number to be trained. (0-5 points)

0

0

1

The proposal clearly identifies training materials/resources and defines how they
will be utilized. (0-5 points)

0
No

32

4

2

3

2

3

1

2

3

4

2

3

partially

5
Yes

4

5
Yes

4

5
Yes

partially

1

5
Yes

partially

No
5.

3

partially

No

4. The proposal clearly identifies training locations and hours. (0-5 points)

2

partially

4

s
Yes

6. The proposal has a copy or draft of the training materials/resources attached to

-

=--

0

the RFP response. (0-5 points)

1

No
7. The proposal clearly identifies accessibility to the training. (0-5 points)

0

The proposal clearly describes measures for assessing the effectiveness of the
training. (0-5 points)

0

1

0

1

0

3

4

2

4

3

1

2

partially

1

No

2

3

5
Yes

4

3

5
Yes

partially

No
10. The proposal clearly explains strategies for collecting information/data, related to
these measures. (0-5 points)

2

5
Yes

partially

No
9. The proposal clearly describes outreach activities. (0-5 points)

4

3

partially

No
8.

2

5
Yes

4

partially

5
Yes

Sub-total ·methodology (add scores -section Ill, items 1-10)
IV Timetable (Maximum: 10 points)
The applicant provided a realistic timetable that addresses all tasks to
be completed for the project. (0-10 points)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
No

partially

Yes

V. Budget (Maximum: 20 points)
1.

The budget is mathematically accurate. (5 points)

0

1

No
2. The seven budget sheets included in RFP are all complete. (5 points)

0

1

No
3. The budget is reasonable in that it is sufficient but not excessive in relation to the
activities to be undertaken. (5 points)

0

participants will not be charged for resources/materials at training events.
(5 points)

0

4

3

2

4

3

1

2

partially

1

No

2

3

5
Yes

4

partially

5
Yes

·-

sub-total- budget (add items section V. 1-4)
VI.

5
Yes

4

3

5
Yes

partially

No

4. The proposal and the Sources of Revenue page clearly show that training

2

partially

Capacity/Capability (Maximum points: 21)
1.

The applicant demonstrates competence with regard to the issues and population
described in the RFP. (5 points)

2. The applicant's former project experience is relevant and documented.
(5 points}:
3.

4.

0

1

No
0
0

1

2

3

1

No

2

4

partially

A current organizational chart is included. (3 points)

(0)

_Yes
(3)

All program staff job descriptions are attached to the RFP response. (3 points)
_ _No
(0)

sub-total - capacity/capability (add items VI 1-4)

I Total Score (maximum: 121)
33

Yes
(3)

5
Yes

4

3

5
Yes

partially

_ _No
5.

4

3

partially

No

There are a sufficient number of qualified staff and other needed resources to
complete this project. (5 points)

2

5
Yes

('

{

()

BIQIIIIIIII
STARiue

s

AGfttC.Y
NOVA

eBQGBAM
Child care Management for the 21st Century

elll!l[im ~a[[alln

In collaboration with Pinellas County License Board, training in child care
management and leadership for 30 center-based child care administrators
from various areas of Pinellas County. Training will include 33 hours of
instruction In staff development, financiaVIegal issues, leadership,
promoting family Involvement, programming for quality care and 40 hours
of practical application at participant 'ti/Orl( sites. Participants completing
this course will earn 6.0 continuing education units that meet managerial
requirements for the Foundations level of recently legislated State of
Florida Eartv Child care Administrator Credential.
Small group training sessions and parent education materials on
CCC
Family Child care Home School Readiness
Training Prgm
developmental assets and school readiness practices. Qualified trainers
will purchase materials and equipment and provide hands on
demonstration training for providers who use the materials in applying
knowledge to develop and implement their own quality child care
practices. The training sessions will be provided during the evening and
weekends at neighborhood centers, public libraries, and school sites
throughout Pinellas Co.
Provide caregiver and mentoring training to individuals licensed through
Directions Early Childhood (lnfanVToddler) Consultation
the Pinellas County License Board for Children's Centers and Family
Services
Child care Homes. PCLB mentors will be invited to participate in a series
of 'ti/Orl(shops presented by Directions project staff. Participants will learn
how to be a more effective mentor in addition to acquiring skills to
improve the quality of their own caregivlng.
Enhanced Quality Child care Training & Parent Training for child care professionals serving children 0-5 on the
CCC
Involvement Prgm
developmental assets and quality child care/school readiness practices
during the evening/weekends at neighborhood centers, libraries or
schools. The program will also provide child care providers with grants
and assistance for educational materials and supplies in establishing
parent involvement groups. CCC will develop a parent manual that
includes educational materials on child development and activities parents
can use for promoting school readiness and resiliency. The parent
education manual will be distributed at child care sites.
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PARC

Preschool Inclusion Program

NOVA

Brain Training & School Readiness

NOVA

Track to Parent Involve ment

3 to 4-day inclusion training 'ti/Orl(shops once a month to child care
'ti/Orl(ers and family child care home providers. Training will provide
information, skills and hands on experience needed to 'ti/Orl( safely with
children who have disabilities and their families.
Program will expand the current 2-hour training being offered to
subsidized child care providers to 3 hours. The additional hour of training
will provide (a) Information to participants about how a child's experiences
affect brain development and school readiness, and (b) resources to
centers that support appropriate development. The master trainer will
'ti/Orl( with oenter directors to ensure that the information is passed on to
parents.
Provide training and technical assistance to the early childhood staff in
order to increase parent participation, improve parenUprovider
relationships, raise parental awareness regarding developmentally
appropriate practices and their relationship to school readiness, promote
parenUchild Interactions, establish family resource areas in centers and
mentor other early childhood professionals in Implementing this type of
I program.
Subtotals:
Total Recommended for FY 98-99: (Includes start-up and FY98-99 $)
Total Recommended for FY 99-00:

2,910.00

7,483.00

10,393.00

29,992.00

29,992.00

2,347.00

2,347.00

28,704.00

28,704.00

13,567.00

10,767.00

19 1,336.00

188,536.00
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5,406.00

38,162.00
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43,568.00
188,536.00

43,568.00
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Item III.C.1
Regular Meeting 778799

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directori"\A
H. Browning Spence, Director, Str~~ & Community Plannln~
Cynthia Fox, Manager, Community Planning & Development

V\

~~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to allocate up to $25,989 for the period from July 8, 1999 to
September 30, 1999 to the High Point Community Pride, Inc. to begin a two-year capacity
building grant for a Neighborhood Family Center. This capacity building grant has an
annualized budget of $124,928.

Options
1. Approve the request.
2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action. directed by the Board

~

1.

ommended

Action

llocate up to $25,989 for the period from July 8, 1999 to September 30, 1999 to the
High Point Community Pride, Inc. (HPCP) to begin a two-year capacity building
grant for a Neighborhood Family Center. There is an annualized budget of
$124,928.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 98-99 Neighborhood Family Center Funds
FY 99-00 Budget

Fiscal Impact
The FY 98-99 Neighborhood Family Center funds will be reduced from $26,111 to $122. The
FY 99-00 Budget will include a request up to $124,928. (Subject to the TRIM Process)

Narrative
In November 1996, the Board approved targeting three neighborhoods, Ridgecrest, High
Point and Lealman, for community development initiatives. These neighborhood initiatives
were conducted in collaboration with Pinellas County and the Department of Children and
Families. In July 1998, High Point Community Pride received a $20,000 planning grant for
FY 97-98 and 98-99. The Suncoast Family YMCA acted as their fiscal agent for the grant.
During this planning period, High Point Community Pride became incorporated and has
applied for their 501.(C)3 status. High Point Community Pride (HPCP) seeks JWB funding to
develop a neighborhood family center on the site of 5812 150th Avenue to provide family
support services and programs for their community.
HPCP partnered with many community agencies to carry out the objectives of the planning
grant. (See Project Summary which contains a list of partnerships) HPCP's planning grant
accomplished the following:

C •

Sponsored community building events;

•
•
•
•
•

(

Gathered 300 surveys at various community events and conducted a Listening Project on
March 20, 1999 which involved 75 volunteers and collected 141 additional surveys in
order to determine the neighborhood's needs and concerns;
Provided board and community training;
Mobilized and informed the community about events through the community newsletter,
The High Point Views;
Mapped and collected asset information about High Point;
Created a community action plan and;
With funding from Pinellas County Community Development Block Grant funds, HPCP
secured a site for the neighborhood family center.

In the next fifteen months, High Point Community Pride will undertake the creation of a
neighborhood family center through the implementation of immediate and long-term
objectives. In the next three months, the operational activities include renovating the building
at 150th Avenue, hiring an executive director, outreach worker, and administrative assistant,
securing accounting services, and setting up an administrative office with computers, fax
machine, furniture, and telephones etc.
During the following ·12 months the NFC will:
1. Identify and work with a minimum of 50 families with young children.
2. Promote and sponsor community-building activities that encourage volunteerism,
community leadership, and appreciation of the neighborhood's diversity and offer support
to families.
3. Provide a minimum of six training workshops for the board and staff that will develop
leadership, skills, knowledge and relationships among board members and staff.
4. Continue to disseminate information to the community through a bi-monthly newsletter,
The High Point View. Sections of the newsletter will be in native languages in the
neighborhood such as Spanish, Hmong, and Vietnamese. A community asset yellow
pages will be published in English and other languages and shared at all events.
5. Create, train, and guide subcommittees that address neighborhood concerns.
6. Provide community education in a variety of topics like conflict resolution, anger
management, and consensus building as well as hands-on skills like CPR, First Aid, and
babysitting.
7. Provide child and youth development activities and training to young parents,
grandparents raising children, single-parents and families on issues of concern.
Staff recommends that the Board approve a capacity building grant for High Point Community
Pride to commence implementation of the neighborhood family center plan. They have
demonstrated, through successful completion of all objectives in their planning grant, many
organizational and programmatic skills needed to administer a neighborhood family center. A
capacity building grant will provide the means to further develop their board and staff
capability through training and staff development and strengthen their administrative and
programmatic skills to manage a neighborhood family center. Their ability to fulfill the
objectives of this capacity building grant would further demonstrate their ability to manage a
neighborhood family center implementation grant.

High Point Community Neighborhood Family Center
Project Summary
HPCP proposes to establish a neighborhood family center at 5812 150th Avenue in the High
Point section of the County. High Point is an ethnically diverse community that lies between
US 19 to the west, 49th Street to the east, Roosevelt Boulevard to the north, and Ulmerton
Road to the south.
To carry out the objectives of the planning grant, HPCP partnered with many community
agencies including:

C

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Suncoast YMCA's and the High Point YMCA
Pinellas County Sheriffs Department
PTEC/Ciearwater
Junior League of Clearwater-Dunedin
Eckerd College
High Point Elementary School
Americorps
High Point Unite9 Methodist Church
New Life Assembly of God
Hispanic Mission at New Life Assembly of God
Pinellas County Schools
Florida Orchestra
Pinellas County Community Development Department
Asian F.A.C.E. Neighborhood Family Center
Girls, Inc. lmani Dancers, and
Many businesses and merchants

An accomplishment of HPCP during this planning phase was the purchase of the property at
5812 1501h Avenue North for the location of the High Point Neighborhood Family Center.
This was made possible through Pinellas County Community Development Block Grant
funding . This site consists of a single family home on a half acre of land. The building is
quite small, and will not be able to accommodate all the needs of the neighborhood family
center. The County has made a written commitment to build a larger NFC on this site in the
next 2-3 years. At the present time, this building will provide office and meeting space.
HPCP has established partnerships and letters of agreement to use other sites such as
community schools, churches, service organizations, agencies and a local business for
satellite programs, services and events.
Another accomplishment of the planning grant is particularly noteworthy. Through
collaborative efforts with the Suncoast Family YMCA and Pinellas County School Board,
HPCP acquired the use of a 2-% acre piece of land at the corner of 150tti Avenue and 58th
Street to develop a community park. This site is directly across the street from the proposed
neighborhood family center. The School Board, the owner of this property, contracted with
HPCP and the Suncoast Family YMCA, who has a liability agreement with the School Board,
to jointly use and transform this unused property into a community park. This collaborative
will receive funds through a Community Development Block Grant from the Pinellas County
Community Development Department. This grant will provide funds for playground
equipment, a walking/jogging trail, picnicking facilities, bathrooms, and bike racks. This is the
second recreational green space to be developed in High Point since the opening of the High

Point YMCA in 1997. The Suncoast Family YMCA and HPCP have joint responsibility for
maintenance of this property.
The information gathered through community surveys and the Listening Project gave strong
and clear direction to HPCP about the community's priorities. It revealed the needs,
concerns and hopes of the residents. The greatest concerns are community safety, the lack
of facilities, programs and opportunities for youth, and the need for more after school and
recreational activities. Adults and youth expressed their desire for comprehensive arts
programs, tutoring and homework help especially if English was a second language. In
addition, the community wants:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

more educational opportunities and career internships for youth
computer technology classes
babysitting and
family support programs.
green spaces for their families to play and build friendships.
opportunities for home ownership
support for their senior citizens through intergenerational programs

Residents have dedicated their time and energy at community building events, multi-cultural
cookouts, block parties; community clean ups and home improvements. They want High
Point to become a safer, more aesthetically attractive community, with opportunities for
families and children. The HPCP will continue to assess how well they are doing in meeting
the community's needs and build and nourish a network of volunteers who will assist in
designing answers to the community's needs.
HPCP plans to work with at least 50 families with young children and develop supportive
activities for their and other families. An outreach worker will work with volunteers to create
intergenerational and parent support groups, provide home visits and make referrals to
community resources. Child and youth development activities and training will be provided to
young parents, grandparents raising children, single-parents and families on such issues as
stages of development, bonding, self-esteem, anger management, conflict resolution,
personal growth, character building, life skills training and family literacy.
HPCP plans to create, train and guide subcommittees that address the following
neighborhood concerns: green space, communications, site renovation, youth, family
support, and intergenerational. In addition, a youth council, representing all sectors of the
community, will be formed to address the concerns, needs and assets of youth. Training
opportunities in leadership, teamwork, youth development will be provided to insure that
youth are prepared for leadership roles. Board and community training will be a priority for
HPCP. Board and staff training is planned that will develop leadership skills, knowledge and
relationships among board members and staff. Topics for these sessions include personnel
policy development, fiscal management, roles and responsibilities of board members,
fundraising, and asset development. Community education and training will address a variety
of topics like conflict resolution, anger management, and consensus building as well as
hands-on skills like CPR, First Aid, and babysitting.

The following table displays the categories for the FY 98-99 and FY 98-00 budget requests:
(The code numbers and descriptions for line items have changed for 99-00. Some items
have been grouped into like categories. Consequently, please find some figures look higher
than expenses in '98-99, but in actuality they are not.)

High Point Community
Neighborhood Family Center
3 Months
Account Title

99-00

98-99
Total Personnel Services
Total Fringe Benefits
Operation Expenses
Professional Services/Workshops
Accounting & Audit
Training
Janitorial
Other Contractual Services
Capital Outlay
Travel & Per Diem
Conference
Communications- Telephone
Communications - Long Distance
Communications- Postage/Shipping
Communications -Internet
Utility Services
Water Sewer I Sanitation
Insurance
Repairs & Maintenance Services-Equipment
Repairs & Maintenance Services-Property
Printing & Binding
Copy & Binding
Promotional Activities
Advertising
Office Supplies
Operating Supplies
Food & Nutrition
Subscriptions
Books
Dues & Memberships
Capital Outlay
Total
Staff Resource Person: Cynthia Fox
Patty Van Alstine
Patricia Davis
Beverly Lightfoot

12 Months

$4,304
$1,130

$600
$1,500
$75
$714
$7,100
$116
$500
$555
$75
$100

$63,360
$15,696

$8,000
$4,900

$3,456

$750
$300
$500

$696
$2,500
$1 ,920
$300
$1 ,000
$300
$3,000
$1 ,200
$1 ,200

$500
$820
$100
$3,000
$300
$300
$2,000
$100
$150
$200
$200

$1 ,000
$4,200
$200
$6,400
$600
$1,200
$2,800
$300
$300
$200
$200

$25,989

$124,928

Item III.C.2.
Regular Meeting 07708799

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members
James E. Mills, Executive Director

FROM:

Lisa A. Sahulka, Director of

_rJ.\f\.r

Progra~ Finan"U'

Requested Action
Staff recommends the Board approve the Operation PAR request to discontinue using
the "Disney Crew" puppet show and to substitute 'The Last Lookout"; a locally
developed puppet show. Staff recommends allocating $17,280 to augment start-up
funds for the new show.

OPTIONS
1.
2.
3.

Approve the request.
Deny the request.
Take any action the Board deems appropriate.

RECOMMENDED ACTION
1a.
1b.

Approve the development and implementation of "The Last Lookout."
(Implementation will be no later than January 3, 2000).
Approve$ 17,280 of start-up funds for the remainder of FY 98-99.

SOURCE OF JWB FUNDS
FY 98-99 Transitional-Unallocated Fund .

FISCAL IMPACT
$17,280 from the Transitional-Unallocated Fund which will be reduced from $127,275 to
$109,995.

NARRATIVE
The Operation PAR-Disney Crew Prevention Program has been a successful
ubstance abuse prevention program for the past seven years. It involves the use of
isney-owned puppets to deliver its message and annually serves approximately
20,000 3rc1 and 4th graders in Pinellas County public and private schools. Its current
budget is $190,084, with JWB funding at $165,441 and DCF funding at $24,643.

A

Key points of the request are:
• PAR staff are now ready to develop and implement their own puppet show.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

PAR proposes to develop the 'The Last Lookout" as its first show, and will maintain
a workshop to develop additional prevention shows.
The current program allocation will not change.
The program requests $17,280 in start up funds for FY 98-99.
JWB and School Board staff have encouraged PAR to pursue this direction.
While there will be a temporary decrease in the number of youth served in FY 9900, during the following years, the service volume is projected to exceed that of the
current program because there will be shows all through the year.
The reason for this change is that the continued association with the Disney
Corporation will cost PAR $80,000 during the remainder of this calendar year for
updates to the 1999 scripts, set design and curriculum. Most of the amount would
have to come from the agency's own funds.
The decision to change from the Disney Crew to a "community funded" puppet
show is the result of the costs involved in maintaining and updating the show and
puppets leased from Disney, the limitations placed by Disney on the show as to
changes in the curriculum and locations of presentation, and PAR's inability to
secure additional funding from local businesses to offset program expenses.

Proposed Replacement Puppet Show

The Last Lookout is a story about a prairie dog colony that has been taken over by
villains who promote the use of drugs and alcohol. One young prairie dog is trying to
clean up the town of Thunder Junction and has to find a way to free the citizens of
Thunder Junction from the tyranny of drugs and alcohol and return his town to the
peaceful haven he left years before.
The Last Lookout puppet show will be a 45-minute performance which focuses its
prevention theme on (1) alcohol, (2) tobacco, (3) inhalants and (4) marijuana. Once
operational, the show will be performed throughout the school year beginning in midSeptember to 3rd and 41h graders in both public and private schools throughout the
county. The show's budget is projected to be $193,393 and other than FY 98-99 startup funds, no additional JWB funds are needed for FY 99-00 beyond those already
proposed in the program budget. DCF funding continues at $24,643.
An enhancement to the proposed community funded puppeteer program will be regular
summer performances, which have not been done in the past under the Disney format.
The shows will most likely reach a Kindergarten through 5th grade audience in the
summer months and will be performed in youth and recreational programs.
The proposed puppet show theme has been used in the past during summer
presentations with the area fire department. The program was well received by its
audience although it was not expanded to its potential due to funding restrictions at the
time. With the funding PAR will receive from JWB, the Department of Children &
Families and the Tobacco Coalition, this show can be reworked and expanded from set
design and characters to the script and interaction activities.

With local development, the puppet show would be geared more towards the local
problems in the community, changing as the needs of the children change. The
puppeteer crew could also present to conferences and other venues where chil.d
advocates and educators could determine if the program would be beneficial to their
children.
A Website related to the show can provide twenty-four hour a day resources, such as
drug information, activities, and related sites.
Start Up Funds Needed
Of the $70,810 start up funds needed for this change, $35,000 have already been
awarded to PAR by the Pinellas County Health Department-Tobacco Prevention
Program. The current Disney Crew Program projects to lapse $18,530 in FY 98-99 and
proposes to go through the regular budget amendment process to apply these funds
toward start up costs as well (for development of music, editing of sound tracks and
promotional material for the new show).
In addition, the agency requests $17,280 from JWB to purchase 5 puppets and
construct a new set. A breakdown of start up costs is attached.
Start Up

c

Due to the start-up time needed for the first year (FY 99-00) of The Last Lookout, the
puppeteers will not begin performances until January 2000. This will give them enough
time to build the set, hire additional staff, design and build the puppets and rehearse the
performance. Within the 1999-2000 school year, the puppet crew plans to serve 75
public schools and 10 private schools. In the following year, the puppet crew will again
serve the current level of 89 public schools and 40 private schools, while working to
increase the private school access.
The set will be a shorter and more dimensional stage allowing children to sit closer
around the set. The smaller scale of the set will open the doors to get into more private
schools who have limited function hall space and could not previously house the set
and students. PAR will continue the pre and post testing with its audiences and design
a new workbook to use with the children in determining their level of understanding of
the prevention concepts.
The location for the puppeteer crew offices, rehearsal area and design shop has been
secured under a two-year lease. The program will retain its 2 key staff persons who
have brought the program its positive recognition . In addition, one full time staff person
with a strong writing background and two part-time staff persons with a writing and arts
background will be hired. A year long program will also reduce the staff turnover that
was experienced among the puppeteers in a 7- month show schedule and allow for the
cultivation of long-term dedicated employees.

c

Background
In 1992, start-up costs to be a part of the Disney Crew totaled $250,000. The
mandatory 1994 changes by Disney to the set, script and puppets cost PAR
approximately $60,000.
In addition to the replacement costs of the stage, puppets and presentation changes,
PAR was required to spend an additional $40,000 yearly to cover copyright fees,
leasing of the set and puppets from Disney, training for staff, a professional audition by
Disney staff and a portion of the salaries for the trainer, show director, set designer and
audition manager at Disney headquarters.
Although this yearly user's fee has been reduced to $9,000 from the original $40,000,
the additional costs are still overwhelming and come from PAR's fund balance. On
average, puppet replacements for Disney puppets run between $2,000 to $2,500 per
puppet for a total".of 14 puppets. Last year PAR replaced 4 puppets at $8,100. The
puppets should be replaced yearly, but due to the costs, PAR only replaces them every
three years or as needed.
For all of these reasons JWB staff have encouraged PAR to develop a communitydesigned show. Not only has PAR accepted this challenge, but the agency is
proposing not only the development of a single show, but a capability to design, build
and implement other shows to met the needs of our community.
Staff Resource Person: Mike Schmidt

PUPPET SHOW
FY98-99
START-UP
TOBACCO PREVENTION:
15,000

Salaries & Fringe

5,000

Facility
Materials:
Workshop tools, materials and supplies
necessary for the construction and
maintenance of the set and puppets

11,100

Office desks, chairs, cabinets, supplies

2,635

Software

1,265

15,000
35,000

JWB PROJECTED LAPSE (A):

c

Music
Promo
Editing of soundtracks

10,000
3,530
5,000
18,530

STILL NEEDED:
Puppets - 5 at $3,000 each
New set construction

15,000
2,280

17,280

(A) Largely due to Tobacco picking up salaries & fringe.

c

Action

Item 111.0.1
Regular Meeting 778799

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive DirectoBrowning Spence, Director,

h.
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Strat~and Community PlannlngOO

Requested Action
The Board is requested to allocate funds to the Pinellas County Department of Justice
Coordination to support planning efforts for New High School that is being developed in
collaboration with Pinellas County, Department of Juvenile Justice, and the Pinellas County
School Board.

Options
1.
2.
3.

Approve the: request.
Deny the request.
Other action as deemed appropriate by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.
2.

Allocate up to $4,265 to the Pinellas County Department of Justice Coordination for
planning activities for the new high school.
Budget $40,512 for FY 99-00 for Pinellas County Department of Justice coordination
for planning activities for the new high school.(subject to the TRIM process)

Source of JWB Funds
1.
2.

Transitional Unallocated for FY 98-99.
Transitional Unallocated for FY 99-00.

Fiscal Impact
FY 98-99 Transitional Unallocated would be reduced from $109,995 to $105,730.
FY 99-00 Transitional Unallocated would need to be decreased from $500,000 to $459,488.

Narrative

c

Youth returning from Juvenile Justice commitment programs typically have a difficult time
adjusting to the community and to high school. A common result is re-arrest and/or school
difficulties including suspension, expulsion and dropping out. Existing transition programs
have not proven effective. Several hundred high school age students per year commit
crimes, are sent to a residential juvenile justice program and then return to enter Pinellas
County Schools. A long discussed response to this situation has been the development of
a transitional educational program that would address the issues faced by the youth
attempting to return to the community and seek to build the skills necessary for success. In
addition to youth returning to the community, there are students who have severe school
discipline records or are habitually truant. At the request of the Pinellas County School
Continued on Back

Board, funds for the development of a special facility was included in the Penny for Pinellas
initiative.
A multi-organization committee has been working on preliminary planning tasks and
includes representatives from : Florida Department of Juvenile Justice, Juvenile Court,
Pinellas County School Board, State's Attorney, Pinellas County Department of Justice
Coordination, County Commission, Public Defender, Juvenile Welfare Board, Pinellas
County Sheriff, St. Petersburg Police Department, North Gr nwood Neighborhood Family
Center, and the Department of Juvenile Justice' aith lnitia · . he Committee seeks to
develop a non-traditional program that will address the specific needs of these students and
be linked with community providers. Focus groups of community residents, school
personnel, and agency representatives have been conducted as part of the initial planning.
The facility is scheduled to be completed by January 2002 and considerable program
development work needs to be done. The Department of Justice Coordination is requesting
funds to coordinate the development of specific strategies for the new facility. The request
is for support for a temporary position through September 30, 2000, however the position
may be needed for a second year. A proposed work plan has been developed that
identifies internal educational/curriculum issues that will be the responsibility of the School
District and external/community responsibilities that would be the addressed by Justice
Coordination.
The proposed position, Criminal Justice Services Coordinator, will staff the Alternative High
School Steering Committee, and be responsible for external planning issues. Key areas to
be addressed include: facilitating the development of admission criteria, ancillary programs,
training , staffing, service coordination, research, policies and procedures involving the
justice system and community based providers, interagency agreements, budget
development, data systems sharing and strategies for identifying social service family
support needs. The School District will be responsible for internal planning activities
addressing: educational budget, transportation , food services, staffing, construction,
curriculum planning, joint programs with Pinellas Technical Education Center and special
educational requirements. The Alternative High School Steering Committee will also
address security issues and a program evaluation design.
The Department of Justice Coordination will develop a final written report, A
Comprehensive Plan for the Alternative High School, which will be the final blueprint for the
proposed school.
The Department of Justice Coordination is requesting $4,265 for salary and fringe for 199899. They will provide $1 ,066 in management and administrative support. For 1999-2000,
$40,512 is requested. The funds would be for salary, fringe, mileage, communication,
printing, and supplies. They would contribute $9,441 in management and administrative
support.
Staff supports this request. JWB has participated on the steering committee and
recognizes the crucial role the community will play in the program. To be successful, this
school will require a careful selection of target population, sensitivity to optimum student
body size for this population, an innovative curriculum , active participation of community
organizations, experienced and well trained staff and strategies that address community
environment and family issues.
Staff Resource Person: Browning Spence

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE COORDINATION
PROPOSAL

COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY FOR RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALTERNATIVE mGH SCHOOL
JUNE 1999

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Public demand for school safety is consistently a top priority of all citizens. While the number of
juvenile crimes has dropped, the severity of those crimes has increased. Several hundred highschool aged students per year commit crimes, are sent to a residential juvenile justice program
and then return to enter Pinellas County Schools. Many times these students return to the same
high-schools that they previously attended where many of the same negative influences on and
perceptions of their behavior continue to exist All to often these students are ill-prepared to be
dropped into a traditional high school setting of more than a thousand students. Students who
cannot be successful are frequently disruptive, dangerous or simply disappear from school
altogether to spend their days in the community. In addition to the students needing a transition
back into the regular educational system, there are numerous students who, while not yet a part of
the juvenile justice system, have severe school discipline records or are habitually truant. We, as
a community, cannot afford to simply cotmt these young people out. If we don't help them
become part ofthe community, they will become the enemy of the community. They need a
different high school . . . smaller, more focused on ''the next step" and more supportive. Meeting
this need will serve us all. The alternative high-school will target a small group of students with
serious behavior problems including chronic truants.
PROPOSED STRATEGY

Utilizing funds provided by the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County, the Pinellas County
Department of Justice Coordination will provide the administrative oversight for a position
designed to coordinate the development of specific strategies related to the proposed alternative
high-school for those students with juvenile justice system involvement or those at risk for the
same. This will be an external planning function that is envisioned to work with the school
administration to bring together a cohesive strategy suitable for all involved parties.
The proposed position, Criminal Justice Services Coordinator, will carry-out strategies put forth

by the Alternative High-School Steering Committee as they relate to education, the justice
system, service providers and the community at large. Day to day supervision and guidance will
be provided by the Department of Justice Coordination. It is proposed that this position be
funded initially for a period of one year. During the first year an assessment will be made of the
need for implementation and planning strategies. If it is believed that the position will be needed
for a longer period of time the Department of Justice Coordination will be responsible for
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bringing forth a second related proposal to the Juvenile Welfure Board.
This position will be charged with facilitating the development and design of such factors as
admission criteria, curricuh.nn planning, ancillary programs, staffing, research and other related
factors as required or assigned.
This position will also be responsible for developing a plan to coordinate services, policies and
procedures involving the justice system, community-based providers and other related
stakeholders. In addition this position will be required to research relevant data on related
·
program models.
This position will develop a final written report, A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR THE
ALTERNATIVE HIGH-SCHOOL, which will be the final blueprint for the proposed school
encompassing the following related factors.

ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL COORDINATION FUNCTIONS
Timetable- up to two years
COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITIES
EDUCATIONAL RESPONSTBIIJIIES
Negotiate Interagency Agreements
Overall case for support
Analysis of social data
Identify Target Population
Facility- ancillary functions
Facility- educational
Overall Budget
Overall Coordination
Coordination with County re:
Land/Construction
Coordination Protocols with
Justice System Members
Data Systems Sharing
Aftercare/after hours/ support
Building the continuum
Identify Social Service Family Support Needs

Educational Budget
Transportation
Food Services
Staffing

Financing
Joint Programs with PTEC
Curriculum
Construction Oversight
Special Educational Requirements

JOINT RESPONSTBIL!TIES

Security
Program Evaluation Design

PROPOSED BUDGET

The total amount of funds requested from the Juvenile Welfare Board amounts to $44,777.00. Of
this amount $4,265.00 will be for salary and benefits from the period of September 6, 1999 thru

September 30, 1999. The balance is for fiscal year 1999/2000 funcling. The following is a budget
breakdown.
BUDGETTABLECURRENTYEAR
PROPOSED BUDGET

JWBFUNDS

CATEGORY

COUNTY CONTRIBUTION

Salary

$3,412.00

0

Fringe Benefits

$853.00

0

~anag~env~inistrative

$1,066.25*

0

Support

Mileage

0

0

Communication

0

0

Printing

0

0

Supplies

0

0

TOTAL

$4,265.00

$1,066.25*

BUDGET TABLE FISCAL YEAR 199912000
PROPOSED BUDGET

CATEGORY

JWBFUNDS

COUNTY CONTRIBUTION

Salary

$27,297.00

0

Fringe Benefits

$10,465.00

0

Managem.envAdministrative

0

$9,440.50*

Support
Mileage

$1,000.00

0

Communication

$

500.00

0

Printing

$ 750.00

0

Supplies

$ 500.00

0

TOTAL

$40_,512.00

$9,440.50
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* Indicates In-Kind match.
The salary rate is calculated at $14.2172 per hour for a forty hour week. The Department of

Justice Coordination will provide monthly billing for reimbursement against the budget as
outlined in the Proposed Budgets. Management/Administrative Support will be provided by the
Justice Program Coordinator and supervisory oversight vvill be provided by the Director of the
Department of Justice Coordination. Upon confirmation that the funds have been awarded,
Pinellas County will initiate an inter-local agreement that describes all deliverables and the legal
criteria.

.·

Item 111.02
Regular Meeting 7/8/99

Action

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

•

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Progra:;-I

,..J'\,J\

~nanc~

Requested Action
Directions for Mental Health is requesting $23,893 of one-time-only funding to sustain
the Partnership ~rogram during the period of July through September 1999.

Options
1. Approve the request.
2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action that the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Allocate up to $23,893 in Transitional Unallocated funds in FY 98-99 to
Directions for Mental Health in order to sustain the Partnership Program.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 98-99 Transitional Unallocated funds.

Fiscal Impact
FY 98-99 Transitional Unallocated funds will be reduced by $23,893 from $105,730 to
$81' 837.

c

Narrative
The Partnership Program offers community based short-term intervention services to
families who have been identified as being at risk of abuse and neglect of their children,
and whose children attend the Blanton Elementary School at 6400 54th Avenue North
in St. Petersburg. The focus of the program is to strengthen parent knowledge and
skills, family functioning, and the family-community-school connection. Two Family
Specialists provide year round in-home parent training/education, solution-focused
individual and family therapy, consultation and coordination with school staff, and
community workshops relevant to parenting, and to developing a community sense of
identity and responsibility. Children are seen both in school and in the home. Children
are referred who exhibit behavior or academic problems, or obvious signs of neglect.
Families are referred who are experiencing high levels of stress, low levels of social
support, poor anger control, or lack problem-solving skills. Families stay in the program
for six months. One-year follow-up studies have shown that none of the participating
families have had founded reports of child maltreatment.
The Partnership _
Program has been funded for five years with State Child Abuse
Prevention Program Funds (Mills Bill) through the Department of Children and Families
to assist over 60 families each year. Directions for Mental Health was notified in late
May that the Partnership Program's funding of $95,573 was eliminated during the April
appropriations legislative session, and that the program will have to be shut down
effective June 30, 1999, impacting 25 families currently receiving program support.
Directions has attempted to secure new funding through a number of sources, including
the Pinellas County Schools. A federal initiative
sal for Safe School-Healthy
Student was submitted the first of June that
arde
ill allow Directions to continue
· ancial support to continue the
the program after October 1, 1999. No sour
program has been found for the July - September period. If the request for JWB funding
is approved, the Partnership Program will continue through September, and there will
be time for the agency to find new funding for the next fiscal year.
The Partnership Program budget for the July - September 1999 period is $26,393 which
includes $2,500 of Medicaid revenue and the requested JWB revenue of $23,893.
Program staff consist of two full-time Family Specialists, the .05 FTE Clinical Director
and Administrative Assistant, and the .25 FTE School Programs Supervisor and
Secretary. JWB funding is requested for staff salaries and fringe benefits as well as
operating expenses such as staff travel training, insurance, and operating supplies.
SUMMARY OF FUNDING REQUEST
SALARIES

$17,488

FRINGE BENEFITS

$2,985

OPERATING EXPENSES

$3,420

TOTAL EXPENSES

$23.893

RECOMMENDED

$23.893

Staff Resource Person: Dorothy Jennings

REVISED

Item III.E.
Regular Meeting 7/8/99

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive DlrectorrQ/\/'
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Progra,;,l!. Finane~

Requested Action
The Juvenile Welfare Board is requested to approve the proposed FY 1999-00
Administration and Program Budget totaling $32,959,465. After subtracting
fees, intergovernmental revenues, misce.llaneous income and cash forward,
$28,497,371 of ad valorem taxes is required to support the total proposed
budget. Based upon the preliminary 1999 Certification of Taxable Value received
from the Property Appraiser on June 7, 1999, the proposed millage rate is .8117,
the parameter set by the Board at its March meeting. The final Certification of
Taxable Value will be received on June 14th. Any changes to the budget will be
made before the June 24th Board Workshop. The millage rate is the same rate
as FY 98-99. Attachment 1 depicts the Proposed Administration and Program
Budget for FY 1999-00 by major category and funding sources.

Recommended Action
1.A. Approve the FY 99-00 Administration Operations budget of3,562,128 and Contract and Grants budget of $374,552 •
.B. Approve the addition of one Program Consultant at salar)t range 5
($25,235.54-$41,728.05). This position will be assigned to Strategic and
Community Planning.
1.C. Approve the addition of one Program Consultant -Training at salary
range 5 ($25,235.54-$41,728.05). This position will be assigned to the
Training Department.
2. Approve the FY 99-00 Program Budget of $28,059,039 and special
· conditions.
3. Approve the FY 99-00 Non-Operating Budget of $963,746
4. Approve the millage rate for FY 99-00 of 0.8117.

Narrative

c

The Proposed Administration and Program budget for FY 99-00 is organized into six
chapters:
Chapter
1. Revenue and Expenditure Summary
2. Revenue Budget
3. Expenditure Summary
4. Administration Budget
5. Non-Operating Budget

REVISED

6. Program Budget Narratives.
Pages are numbered sequentially within specific chapters. The first number represents
the chapter with the second number representing the page within that chapter.
The program budget narratives for Continuation Funding include identification of
funding sources and selected elements of the previous year's Performance Report data
and measurable objective ratings.
Changes in the format this year include the placement of:

a) The inclusion of an amended budget column, showing all actions taken by the Board
in FY 98-99. Allocations are shown in blue and remaining funds are indicated in red.
b) Community and Human Development programs are shown in purple, Personal
Problem Solving programs are shown in green and Support programs in black.
c) Inclusion of FY 99-00 funding for the Middle School Initiative and RFP funds for a
Middle School Aged Summer Scholarship are budgeted in fund balance dollars.
d) The removal of lntergenerational and Youth Development from funding.
e) Inclusion of the continuation of the Quality Childcare/School Readiness initiative.
f) Inclusion of graphs charting progress on Strategic Plan funding.
g) The Separation of Ad Valorem and Fund Balance funding in Chapter 3.
h) The inclusion of Research and Evaluation RFPs in the R&E allocated category.

The FY 99-00 budget represents an increase of $1,276,069 or 4.0% from FY 98-99. Ad
valorem revenues increased by $1,322,136 or 4.9% based on a property valuation of
$36,571,099,997.

ADMINISTRATION BUDGET

Implementation of the Strategic Plan

1. FOSTER COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP OF THE RESULTS - Community Mobilization
The JWB Strategic Plan described the necessity to develop community support and
mobilize community resources to achieve the three results areas: non-violent children
and families, substance free youth, and responsible sexuality. There are two major
components to community mobilization: community education and community action.
The community education component will reach out to ail segments of the community to
discuss resiliency, the three results areas, strategic plan values and research-based
strategies that successfully address the results areas. There must not only be
community awareness and support for the basic values represented in the plan, but
also community understanding of the important role they play. Community action is
geared to organizing opportunities for youth and adult residents, community and
religious organizations, businesses, agencies and institutions to join together to plan
and develop strategies appropriate for Pinellas County.
2
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):;>
):;>
):;>
):;>
):;>
):;>

Identify the mission and process of a policy group.
Identify key policy group members.
Identify specific means to actively involve the community.
Identify necessary staff support to the Policy Group.
Identify JWB resource commitments.
Assure a follow-up structure.

Staff recommends budgeting $16,353 in the Strategic and Community Planning budget
for this initiative. These funds are for contractual services (either Search Institute or
Communities that Care), printing for public information materials, copying, promotional
supplies and educational materials. Funding at this level will be needed through FY 0001.
2. SOCIAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN DESIGN
Establish an advisory council comprised of professionals in marketing, public
relations and the communications fields. Youth representation also will be included
as part of the council.
~ The Council will act as a resource for determining how the JWB can best
communicate its plans and activities with staff, agencies, community leaders and the
public.
~ The council also will act as a catalyst for looking at additional methods and avenues
of disseminating information.
~ Social marketing activities that staff will be proposing are directed at promoting
positive youth development and involving youth and adults. Ideas for the initiative
):;> include printed materials (brochures, bookmarks, mailing inserts, etc.), billboards,
teen speakers bureau, newsletter contests, and public service announcements.
):;>

Staff recommends budgeting $25,000 in the Communications budget for this initiative in
fund balance dollars for FY 99-00 only. These funds are for contractual services
(photography, brochure development/design and copy writing), printing, copying,
advertising (billboards) and promotional activities.
ADMINISTRATIVE DETAIL
The budget planning process established a parar"
A an adjusted Administrative
, stration budget represents an
Cost Rate of no more than 9%. The proposed A...
adjusted Administrative Cost Rate of 8.78%, which meets that objective.
The Administration budget includes the following projections:

c

1. Personnel expenditures include an aggregate increase to be individually awarded
for both one-time-only and base adjustments, based on merit as directed by the
Board in the 1995-96 Budget process.
2. Pools consisting of 3% of payroll have been established for each of the two
adjustments.
3. FICA is based upon 7.65% of salaries.
4. Retirement contributions are budgeted at 10.15% a ($121, 106.17) decrease from
FY 98-99. Staff recommends budgeting this amount based on legislation to
decrease the Florida Retirement System contributions from the 16.45% level.
3
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5. Health Insurance premiums are budgeted at an increase of 15% or $44,936.84 in
Group Insurance over FY 98-99.
6. Educational Assistance for all JWB members of the personnel system, including the
Pinellas County License Board, and those employees of Coordinated Child Care
and Marriage and Family Counseling who remain under the JWB Personnel system.
7. Departmental budgets reflect a maintenance of effort for FY 1999-00 with the
exception of the two increases related to implementation of the Strategic Plan and
the two new positions.

Overall, the administrative budget has decreased by -0.8% from FY 98-99. This is due
to the decrease in CCYD funding. The Operations budget has increased by 6.98% or
$232,324 due to increases related to implementation of the Strategic Plan as well as
the integration of the B.E.S.T. Initiative into the Training budget.
In summary, JWB continues to keep its adjusted Administrative Cost Rate under 9%
with a proposed rate of 8. 78%. This rate is adjusted to reflect administrative support
costs for services· provided to satellite agencies, which are carried at 100% in the JWB
Administration budget. The analysis of workload revealed that 22% of the work
produced by the JWB Finance staff and 17% of the workload of the Operations
Manager and Human Resource office were completed in support of the satellite
agencies. Further, the Administrative Cost Rate is adjusted for the full cost of the
Training Center and Contracts and Grants, which have historically been considered
community services rather than an administrative costs. Therefore, the adjusted
Administration budget for FY 99-00 is $2,895,235. A breakdown of the administrative
cost budget history and a breakdown of the calculation for the administrative cost are
Attachment B.

ADDITIONS TO THE ADMINISTRATION BUDGET

NEW POSITIONS
Strategic and Community Planning- Program Consultant position. (Attachment C is
the job description for this position)
This position would undertake time limited special projects at the direction of the
Executive Director and the Director of Strategic and Community Planning. Tasks could
include community research, writing, information gathering, providing staff support
services to community groups and or representation of the agency or the Executive
Director. The existence of this staff person would increase JWB responsiveness to
community requests, reduce time demands on the Executive Director, reduce the
disruption of other staff work plans by focusing the ad hoc demands on a single staff
and replace some of the legislative "off season" capability that formerly was available
from the Special Assistants position. The position would be assigned to the Strategic
and Community Planning Department for administrative purposes.

4
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B.E.S.T. INITITIAVE
The B.E.S.T. Initiative is designed to increase the level of professionalism of youth
workers. Individuals serving youth in after-school and weekend programs can increase
their knowledge, skills and abilities in adolescent development, nurturing character and
empowerment of youth by attending three-day retreats, conferences, skill-building
workshops, peer forums, or neighborhood-based training offered at appropriate sites
throughout the county. Most sessions are offered at no cost.
Dewitt Wallace Readers Digest has funded B.E.S.T.
FY 96-97.
FY 96-97
FY 97-98
FY 98-99
JWB
$30,000
$40,000
$50,000
ow
$60.000
$80.000
$100.000
$90,000
$120,000
TOTAL
$150,000

with a cash match from JWB since

FY 99-00
$100,000
$0
$100,000

The original grant stipulated that JWB would continue the program in FY 99-00 when
Dewitt Wallace fu.nding ended. The proposed budget for B.E.S.T. does not include
funding for distance learning, which reduces the budget to $100,000.
Staff recommends moving B.E.S.T. into the administrative budget, which will include the
addition of one staff member. (Attachment Dis the job description for this position.)
B.E.S.T. ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• 225 participants completed Foundations of Youth Development
• 142 participants completed Intermediate Youth Development
• 78 participants completed Advanced Youth Development
• 27 Youth Forums were held since November 1996
• +2000 participants attended 18 major conferences with national speakers since
October 1996.
• +2400 participants attended 90 workshops at the JWB since October 1996.
DeWitt-Wallace funding for an extension of the B.E.S.T. to a new program area will be
available to current sites October 1, 1999 at $7'5 0 0 "'' :- ' 1
"" ':scal years.
Staff is recommending JWB provide the requi
- .,, '( .. the
next two fiscal years at $75,000.

*$14,200 has be·.. n added to the Strategic and Community Planning budget per a
budget submission for the Children's Service Committees.
CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

CCYD
Community Change for Youth Development (CCYD) is a neighborhood-based youth
development initiative located in the Childs Park neighborhood of St. Petersburg. CCYD
is part of a national demonstration project sponsored by a non-profit social policy
organization, Public/Private Ventures (P/PV) of Philadelphia utilizing funds provided by
5
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several major national foundations. JWB and P/PV provide funding. Now in its fourth
year of operation, CCYD is governed by a neighborhood council consisting of youth and
adults who develop an annual plan to address five core concepts: adult support and
guidance, gap time activities, youth involvement and leadership, work and work learning
opportunities, and transitional support through the ages 12-20. CCYD is staffed by JWB
personnel located in the neighborhood and responsible to the neighborhood governing
body, the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council.
The Board allocated up to $170;000 in fund balance dollars through FY 01-02 for this
program. Based on budget projections from P/PV, revenue will be budgeted at $75,000
for FY 99-00, 2000-01 and 2001-02. The total program budget will be $245,000 plus
any carry over from prior years.

PECC
The purpose of the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC) is to encourage
coordination and 'collaborative efforts in the early education and care system resulting in
the maximum utilization of available and potential services to young children and their
families. Information and resources have been shared to reach the common goals of
the collaborative members. The Board allocated $55,000 in fund balance funding for
this initiative through FY 00-01.
The PECC will be reformulated to serve as the local collaborative responsible for
planning, allocating and overseeing a blended funding structure (Pre-K, Subsidized and
Headstart) for developmental child care services authorized by school readiness
legislation approved in the 1999 Legislative Session. The establishment of the state
level school readiness partnership and the formulation of guidelines, timetables and the
issuance of local planning grants are anticipated within the next several months.
Continued JWB funding will assure the continuity of the existing collaborative to move
to its new roles.

B.E.S.T. II

DeWitt Wallace-Readers Digest F-t...
a- • ...J ~75,000 for two
_ ~ ; an \ uut be an extension of the
years with a one-to-one match requiremt..
original B.E.S.T. funding. Training staff is developing programmatic models for the
grant. Staff recommends budgeting up to $37,500 for FY 99-00 and 00-01 for this
initiative. A new full-time position is anticipated, if funding is received for this initiative.
•Revised 718/99
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PROGRAM BUDGET
The proposed Program Budget for FY 99-00 is $28,059,039, an increase of 5.0%. This
figure includes Continuation programs, Research and Evaluation, Transitional Allocated,
Community Development funding, and other program funds to be allocated during FY
99-00. Intergovernmental revenues, fees, in-kind contributions and miscellaneous
revenues, which support programs and are administered by JWB are included in this
total.
The proposed Continuation budget for FY 1999-00 is $23,882,220. This represents an
annual cost of living adjustment of 2%, within the tax rate, which is possible in part
because of the increased property valuation. This process is consistent with FY 98-99
and based on the Consumer Price Index.

Implementation of the Strategic Plan
Program Clusters (Continuation Funding/Ad Valorem)

CHD
PPS
SUPPORT

c

FY 97-98
39.7%
50.7%
9.6%

FY 98-99
44.7% ($11.9M)
45.46% ($12M)
9.8% ($2.6M)

FY 99-00
46.34% ($12.9M)
45.05% ($12.6M)
8.61% ($2.4M)

TARGET
50%
40%
10% (up to)

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ORGANZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE BASE.

Services and Activities Management Information System
SAMIS is a Web based data collection system, which has been designed specifically to
support the results management system outlined in the Strategic Plan. Data fields have
been designed to collect asset based, individual participant information. Screens have
been added to collect measurable indicators to analyze outcomes identified in the
Strateg ~ Plan. To date, 10 agencies have successfully piloted SAM IS and all agencies
have received training. The implementation date for all agencies is July 1, 1999 and on
target.
The proposed budget for SAM IS is as follows: 1) Web based reporting for funded
agencies- $60,000; 2) Agency requested enhancements to SAMIS is $63,000. (See
Non-Operating, Technology Implementation for a description of this request.)
Youth Mapping Initiative
Youth Mapping involves a process in which youth collect information on community
assets. The Board has already budgeted $150,000 for this initiative through FY 99-00.
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
Quality Childcare/School Readiness - Training programs targeted to children ages 0-5,
their families, child-care providers or other professional or para-professional staff who
7
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work with the target populations listed (i.e., Parent Support groups, in-home visitation
programs, and parent training classes). Programs are targeted:
•
•
•
•

To increase parental involvement through child care settings;
To provide child care workers with increased knowledge of quality child care, school
readiness and child development issues;
To Increase parental knowledge through interactive child development activities,
training and materials;
To increase parental knowledge of local child care and school readiness resources
through training opportunities and materials.

The FY 99-00 Budget includes $200,000 for this initiative an increase of $100,000 from
FY 98-99.
21 51 Century Community Learning Centers
The 21 51 Century Community Learning Center located within the John Hopkins Middle
School and Campbell Park Recreation Center will provide extended learning
opportunities for students ages 10-15 in after school, Saturday and summer programs.
The Center will provide after-school enrichment activities and supervision for middle
school students to improve their attitudes, grades and behavior.
The Board has allocated $150,000 for this initiative for FY 99-00 and FY 00-01, which is
a continuation of a match for $430,856 in Federal funding.
Proposed RFPs*:
Strategic Plan Enhancement funding- October 1999.- Funds available to assist
continuation funded programs in adjusting current methodologies to be more consistent
with the Strategic Plan. Proposed funding - $ 100,000
Program Accountability Enhancement funding -October 1999. - Funds available to
assist continuation funded programs in SAM IS data collection and preparing for ASSET.
Proposed funding- $150,000. This funding will be available through a competitive RFP
process for ongoing funding needs, such as data entry staff, and consultant services.
Equipment and Renovation funding - October 1999. Annual competitive funding cycle
utilized to assist child serving agencies (funded and unfunded} in acquiring equipment
or making renovations having a cost of $750 or more with a useful life of one year or
more. Utilizes fund balance dollars. Proposed funding - $250,000
New and Expanded funding -January 2000. - Annual competitive funding cycle
created to implement the programmatic goals of the Strategic Plan. Provides funding
for programs and activities designed to promote resiliency and skill development and
prevent problem behaviors. Targeted areas, services, age groups, methods and
strategies will be developed in the first quarter of FY 99-00. Proposed funding $250,000
Middle School Aged Initiative Planning Grants -January 2000 - Competitive
funding cycle currently in development, which will target the 10-14 age group to achieve
results outlined in the Strategic Plan. The programs will focus on increasing structured
8
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activities, parental involvement, youth leadership activities, and youth involvement in the
community.
MSAI Implementation funding- May 2000. Total Proposed funding - $210,000.

c

Middle School Aged Summer Scholarship Program - February 2000 -Annual
competitive funding cycle. Program designed to provide summer activities for middle
school-aged youth, in the following areas: education, technology, arts, cultural diversity,
recreation, and entrepreneurial/vocational activities targeted for ages 10-14. Examples
of these programs are drama groups, recreation, leadership development,
entrepreneurial programs, choruses, art, music, peer education, computer labs and
tutoring. Proposed funding - $350,000
*release dates are tentative.
Program Budget Detail
In addition, as has been past practice, NFCs which received initial funding in excess of
$200,000 (Sanderlin and Citizen's Alliance for Progress) will not be budgeted COLA's
based on the higher level of original JWB funding in relation to other NFCs and pending
an evaluation of all NFCs in FY 99-00. In addition, the budget does not include COLAs
for the following agencies based on three years of +7% funding lapses at +$1 0,000 or
more: Pinellas County Cooperative Extension Service, Youth As Resources and the
University of South Florida- Oasis Program (St. Pete Campus).

c

Staff recommends accelerating the transfer of Healthy Families funding into ad valorem
dollars by $24,250.
Pinellas County Urban League- Comprehensive Family Services. JWB and the
County CDBG are currently the primary funders for this program ($96,834/$121 ,540)
which provides recreation and social services to the Ridgecrest community. The
County will be issuing a RFP for the recreational/management services and will be
renovating the Omni Center through January 2000. Staff has begun discussions with
PCUL in terms of developing a plan for program operation October- January. The
budget includes a special condition for the PCUL contract, which requires the agency to
identify a suitable location for the program and to prepare a revised methodology and
reduced budget should the County contract be awarded to an alternate provider.
Community Development is budgeted at $55,000. The three continuing projects to be
funded include: Bethel Community Baptist Church - Black History Pageant, the Asian
Family and Community Empowerment Center- Asian Heritage Festival and the YWCA Week Without Violence. In addition, $40,000 has been budgeted for new community
development projects to be awarded by the Board in response to emerging requests
throughout the year.
Neighborhood Family Centers (NFCs)

c

Planning grants were awarded in FY 98-99 to develop NFCs in the Lealman and
Highpoint Communities. It is anticipated that capacity building funds will be
recommended for Lealman and Highpoint. In addition, the Board awarded a capacity
building grant for a NFC in Ridgecrest, which has been annualized in the FY 99-00
9
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budget. $359,106 has been budgeted for FY 99-00 for these neighborhood initiatives.
Overall, with the addition of the eight (8) existing NFCs and the Research Evaluation,
which is in process, the total budget for this initiative is $1,801,128.
Research and Evaluation - Allocated is budgeted at $271,512 . These funds include:
The Healthy Families Pinellas evaluation conducted by the University of South Florida.
This is an independent evaluation of the Healthy Families Pinellas Program. HFP is
designed to empower families with the tools necessary to cope with life's ongoing
stresses in a healthy manner. The program utilizes an intensive home visiting
component as well as an array of social service supports. ($51,512)
NFC Outcome Study- The Board has allocated $40,000 for FY 98-99 and FY 99-00
(total of $80,000) for an independent evaluation of the eight (8) Neighborhood Family
Centers.

21st Century Community Learning Center Evaluation - The Board has approved the
release of an RFP to conduct an independent evaluation of this initiative. This will be a
three year project through FY 00-01 with funding up to $48,333. Research will focus on
evaluation of services to middle school aged youth 10-14.
Search Institute Survey- The Strategic Plan emphasizes the development of an
individual assets database via the Search Institute Profiles of Student's Life Survey.
This survey gives a portrait of the developmental assets and risk behaviors of 6th to 12th
grade students. ($65,000)
Low Birth Weight Study- The Board approved funding for the Healthy Start Coalition to
conduct a descriptive study on the prevalence of low birth weight and related factors.
For FY 99-00, the Coalition is intending to continue the preliminary study with a more indepth analysis, in which they will compare potential risk factors for a population of
mothers with low birth weight infants to a comparison group of mothers with normal birth
weight infants. ($54,000)
Middle School Aged Initiative Evaluation- The Strategic Plan focused on providing
funding for programs servicing youth in the target group of 10-14. An independent
evaluation of MSI programs will be conducted in order to measure the effectiveness of
programs funded through the RFP scheduled for release in January 1999. ($35,000)
The FIMR (Fetal and Infant Mortality Review) is a community activity, coordinated by the
Healthy Start Coalition, for the on-going review of factors contributing to infant mortality, and
responding to identified needs in order to improve services, policy, and planning. The
ultimate goal is to lower community infant morbidity and mortality rates. ($3,000)
The Alpha Leadership Mentoring program and Eckard Youth Alternatives- Hi-Five
Mentoring program completed their final year of funding in FY 98-99. These two
demonstration programs were originally funded in FY 96-97 for a three-year period.
Research and Evaluation Unallocated is budgeted at $100,000, a decrease of $125,000
from FY 98-99.
10
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Transitional Funding- Allocated is budgeted at $1,081,201. The ten (1 0) previously
approved projects to be funded include: Organizational Grants for: the Asian Family &
Community Empowerment Center, the Friends of the Deaf and San Antonio Boy
Village; Healthy Start Drug Free Families, Angels; Healthy Kids Pinellas; Healthy
Families expansion, Interdenominational Alliance- Twenty-First Century Learning
Center and Tutoring Project and Youth Mapping.

*In addition, as presented at the Board workshop, staff is recommending the following
agencies receive funding to annualize their FY 98-99 Youth Development and
lntergenerational Funding.
FY 99-00
1,503 Quality Childcare
Blanketed with Love
9,549 YWCA
Petta Is
5,230 STAGEWORKS
11 ,963 City of SL Petersburg
TASCO
7,650 Pinellas Center for the Visually Impaired
Therapeutic Play
12,750 Pinellas County Arts Council
9.469 Citizens Alliance for Progress
Youth Development and Career Club

c

$58,114 GRAND TOTAL

Transitional Unallocated continues to be budgeted at $500,000. These funds are
available for time limited funding of emerging needs and opportunities in the community,
which are consistent with the Strategic Plan.
Merger and Consolidation has been increased to $50,000 based on Board allocations in
FY 98-99 of $75,000.
Program Contingency funds continue to be budgeted at $250,000. Half the amount is
budgeted in Ad Valorem tax revenues for on-going programs, while the other half is
budgeted in fund balance dollars. These funds are for unanticipated expenses for
currently contracted programs.
*Revised 7/8199
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NON-OPERATING
The County Fees represent those payments made to the Property Appraiser and
Tax Collector for their work on behalf of the Juvenile Welfare Board. Amounts
budgeted for the tax collector equal1.5% of the expected Ad Valorem taxes of
JWB for FY 99-00. Fees for the voperty appraiser are based on a slight increase
from FY 97-98 actuals and estimates of the proportion of JWB ad valorem funds.
The Annual Leave/Sick Leave contingency is budgeted at the same amount as
the previous two fiscal years. The Building Reserve is not budgeted this year,
due to estimates that the Proprietary Funds will be sufficient to fund any
expenses associated with the 68th Avenue facility.
.
PERFORMANCE AUDIT
The Board ha_s budgeted $42,500 for a Performance Audit of JWB. The purpose
·
is to:
•
•

Provide an independent assessment of JWB organization and performance.
Identify areas or issues for JWB improvement.

This is a commitment to the Legislative Delegation to undertake a performance
audit every five years in lieu of a legislative mandate to do so.
TECHNOLOGY
The proposed Technology Implementation budget is $225,000. The funds are
requested for the following projects:
Internet Presence - $3,000 for the continuing development of a JWB Web page.
Funds will be used to contract for services such as graphic Web page designers
and consultant services for design options.
SAM IS Phase II- $60,000 is budgeted for agency access to Web based
reporting. This technology will provide funded agencies with the ability to
produce reports on submitted data. As with all SAMIS applications, passwords
would be required to access agency data. In addition, $63,000 is budgeted for
SAMIS enhancements. Agency representatives have identified areas in the
design structure, which could be improved in terms of "user friendliness" and
ease of data entry.
Training- $10,000- Training for staff in SOL, which is the engine which runs
SAM IS.

12
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c

JWB hardware and software - $14,000- Upgrades to Windows NT and test
copies of Office and Windows 2000. Budget includes funds for new computers
or printers needed to support special projects.
Y2K Compliance - An RFP will be issued for JWB funded programs in need of
support, consultant services and hardware related to Y2K compliance. Proposed RFP amount- $50,000.
Arthur Andersen Maintenance Agreement- ($25,000) On-going contract with
Arthur Andersen for technical support for SAM IS. This would include emergency
support, report modifications, data extract queries, scoping out major software
enhancements and cosmetic screen changes.

c
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ATTACHMENT 1
FY 1999-00 PROPOSED BUDGET
PROPOSED

PROPOSED
BUDGET

FUND
ADMINISTRATION
Operations
Grants and Contracts
Admin. Subtotal
PROGRAM
Continuation
R&E-AIIocated
Transitional-Allocated
Enhancement Funds
Neighborhood FC's
Strategic Plan Imp FY 99-QO
Community Development
RFP Middle School Aged Initiatives
R&E -Unallocated
Transition-Unallocated
Merger/Consolidation
Program Contingency
Quality Childcare/School Readiness
Equip/Renovation
Program Subtotal
NON-QPERATING
County Fees
AUSL Contingency
Unemp. Compensatation
Performance Audit
Technology Implementation
Non-Op Subtotal
GRAND TOTAL

u

$3,562,128

~
$3,936,680

$23,882,220
$271,512
$1,081,201
$250,000
$359,106
$250,000
$55,000
$560,000
$100,000
$500,000
$50,000
$250,000
$200,000
$250,000
$28,059,039

FUND
FEES

$65,000
~
$65,000

INTEREST

$825,336
~
$825,336

MI ~CELLANEOUS

INTERGOVMNT BALANCE

$2,500
~
$115,000

~

$0

$69,448
$271,512
$1,081,201

$0

$0

$0

$0

$657,461
$23,350
$15,435
$42,500
$225,000
$963,746
$32,959,465

$106,695
~
$368,747

$65,000

$825,336

$1 15,000

$0

u

$350,000
$100,000
$500,000
$50,000
$125,000
$0
$250,000
$2,797,161

AD
VALOREM

$2,562,597
~
$2,562,597

$23,812,772

$250,000
$359,106
$250,000
$55,000
$210,000

$0
$0
$0
$125,000
$200,000
~
$25,261 ,878

$0
$23,350
$0
$42,500
$225,000
$290,850

$657,461

$3,456,758

$28,497,371

$0
$15,435

~
$672,896

TOTAL

FUND

ADMINISTRATION
$3,562,128 Operations
~ Grants and Contracts
$3,936,680 Admin. Subtotal
PROGRAM
Continuation
R&E-AIIocated
Transitional-Allocated
Enhancement Funds
Neighborhood FC's
Strategic Plan Imp FY 99-QO
Community Development
RFP MSAI
R&E -Unallocated
Transition-Unallocated
Merger/Consolidation
Program Contingency
Quality Childcare/School Readiness
~ Equip/Renovation
$28,059,039 Program Subtotal

$23,882,220
$271,512
$1 ,081,201
$250,000
$359,106
$250,000
$55,000
$560,000
$100,000
$500,000
$50,000
$250,000
$200,000

NON-QPERATING
County Fees
AUSL Contingency
Unemp. Compensatation
Performance Audit
~ Technology Implementation
$963,746 Non-Op Subtotal
$657,461
$23,350
$15,435
$42,500

$32,959,465 GRAND TOTAL

u

Attachment B
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ADMINISTRATIVE COST (BUDGETED) HISTORY
FY 82-83 TO FY 99-00
"

TOTAL .
EXPENDITURE

1999-00

c

ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUSTED RATE ADJUSTED RATE
AD VALOREM
BUDGET
TOTAL BUDGET

$32,959,465

$3,936,680

8.78%

10.16o/c

1998-99

$31,683,396

$3,969,131

8.68%

10.03%

1997-98

$30,203,797

$3,765,460

8.87%

10.03%

1996-97

$27,751,640

$3,500,073

8.95%

9.89%

1995-96

$27,304,702

$3,101 ,375

8.85%

9.89%

1994-95

$25,812,990

$2,979,509

8.85%

9.24%

1993-94

$22,380,517

$2,650,325

9.56%

9.60%

1992-93

$19,757,732

$2,340,159

9.51%

9.74%

1991-92

$18,942,632

$2,231 ,794

9.38%

9.92%

1990-91

$21,257,520

$1,969,432

7.26%

9.56%

1989-90

$19,528,266

$1,789,587

7.24%

9.31 %

1988-89

$15,735,109

$1 ,616,744

8.06%

9.76%

1987-88

$14,800,746

$1 ,519,845

7.79%

9.39%

1986-87

$13,170,439

$1,206,084

7.28%

8.87%

1985-86

$11 ,518,470

$1,121 ,752

7.74%

9.09%

1984-85

$10,262,626

$1 ,049,180

8.16%

9.46%

1983-84

$9,368,320

$982,184

8.72%

10.28%

1982-83

$8,244,043

$911 ' 159

9.17%

10.45%

JWB ADJUSTED ADMINISTRATIVE COST RATE
TOTAL ADMINISTRATION BUDGET
LESS CONTRACTS AND GRANTS
LESS FINANCE

c

$3,936,680
($374,552)
($58,222.31)

22%
LESS HUMAN RESOURCES/OPERATIONS
17%
LESS TRAINING CENTER

($506,908)

ADJUSTED ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET

$2,895,235

TOTAL BUDGET
ADJUSTED RATE TOTAL BUDGET
AD VALOREM
ADJUSTED RATE AD VALOREM

($1 01 ,763)

$32,959,465
8.78%
$28,497,371
10.16%

REVISED
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
REVENUEANDEXPENDITURESUMMARY
FOR FY 1999-00

REVENUES
PROPERTY TAXES
PROPERTY TAXES 96%
FEES
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
INTEREST EARNINGS
MISCELLANEOUS
CASH FORWARD
REVENUES TOTAL

BUDGET

BUDGET

BUDGET

BUDGET

1996-97

1997-98

1998-99

:1999-00

$26,147,877
$25,101,962
$56,000
$167,109
$550,000
$226,782
$1,649.787

$27,038,787
$25,957,235
$56,000
$174,877
$670,000
S257,500
C"
88.185

$28,307,536
$27,175,235
$47,400
$138,750
$700,000
$319,685
$3.302.326

$29,684,762
$28,497,371
$65,000
$0
$825,336
$115,000
$3,456,758

$27,751,640

s-:....- r

·· -7

S31 ,683,396

$32,959,465

$3,500,073
$23,172,702
$1,078,865

$3,765,460
$25,232,837
$1,205,500

$3,969,131
$26,711,276
$1.002.989

$3,936,680
$28,059,039
$963,746

$27,751,640

$30,203,797

$31 ,683,396

$32,959,465

).

EXEEt:4DIIUBES
ADMINISTRATION
. ~ENCY PROGRAMS
...IN-OPERATING
EXPENDITURE TOTAL

1-1

·.
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c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
REVENUE BUDGET
FOR FY 1999-00

MILLAGE RATE:
REVENUES:
@

BUDGET
1996-97

BUDGET
1997-98

BUDGET
1998-99

0.8117
$26,147,877
0.96

0.8117
$27,038,786
0.96

0.8117
$28,307,536
0.96

BUDGET
1999-00
0.8117
$29,684,762
0.96

$25,101,962

$25,957,235

$27,175,235

$28,497,371

$56,000
~
$56,000

$40,498
$15.502
$56,000

$40,500
$6.900
$47,400

$65,000
~
$65,000

.. . fERGOVERNMENTAL
HEADSTART
$51,419
DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
PINELLAS COUNTY
$115.690
TOTAL
$167,109

$53,337
$0
$121 ,540
S114,8n

$0
$18,750
$120.000
$138,750

$0
$0
~
$0

$550,000
$175,000
$51,782
$0

$670,000
$175,000
$0
$2,500

$700,000
$217,185
$0
$2,500

$825,336
$75,000
$0
$2,500

~
$776,782

$80.000
$927,500

$100.000
$1,019,685

$37,500
$940,336

$1,649,787

$3,088,185

AD VALOREM TAXES
FEES
TRAINING CENTER FEES
BEST INITIATIVE FEES
TOTAL

MISCELLANEOUS:
INTEREST EARNING
PUBLIC PRIVATE VENTURES
RW JOHNSON
COOPERMANBOGUEAWARD
DEWITT WALLACEREADERS DIGEST
TOTAL
CASH FORWARD
REVENUES TOTAL

$27,751,640

2-1

$30,203,797

$3,302,326
$31,683,396

$3,456,758
$32,959,465

c
Juvenile · ·
Welfare Board..
of Pinellas County, FL

c

. ,,:. . .

c

services to children
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FY 99-00 PROPOSED JWB ADMINISTRATION BUDGET SUMMARY
Office of
Executive
Director

.)alaries
OTO Merit
FICA
Retirement
Group Insurance
Workers Compensation
Unemploy Comp.
Subtotal Fringe
Total Fringe & Salaries
PROf :':SSIONAL SERVICE
AUDIT
TRAVEL
CONFERENCE
PROF.SERV~ORKSHOF

TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE-INTERNET
LONG DISTANCE
POSTAGE
UTILITY SERVICES
WATERISEWERISANITATI
CONTRACTUAL SERVICE:
RENT/LEASE EQUIPMENl
"'ENT/LEASE BUILDING
JSURANCE
REPAIR/MAINTENANCE
PRINTING
COPYING
ADVERTISING
PROMOTIONAL
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
SUBSCRIPTIONS
BOOKS
DUES & MEMBERSHIPS
EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL
EDUCATION TRAINING
BANK CHARGES
MISCELLANEOUS
SPECIAL DISTRICT
Subtotal
Capital
Total Operating
Grand Total
%of Total

Admin.
Support
Team*

Communications

Training
Center

Programs

Finance

$125,007

$228,419

$106,214

$254,655

$166,797

$516,504

$0

$67,495

$0

$0

$0

$0

$9,845
$13,062
$6,200
$746
$96
$29.949
$154,956

$17,998
$23,879
$20,746
$2,611
$336

$8,363
$11,096
$8,929
$1 '119
$144
$29,651
$.135,865

$20,063
$26,620
$20,866
$2,611
$336
$70,495
$325,151

$13,134
$17,426
$14,834
$1 ,865
$240

$40,683
$53,978
$38,949
- $4,849
$624

$20,500
$0
$2,168
$3,634
$0

$5,200
$0
$2,825
$6,277
$102,678

$30,000
$0
$5,000
$3,000
$0

$315
$2,000
0

~65,569

$361,483
$5,000
$0
$1,000
$12,000
$0
$10,000
$11,307
$1,000
$2

$100
1"::: 1"\QO

...,. 9

_o
so

.;,o
$0
$0
$0
$2,493
$2,200
$0
$800
$0
$0
$0
$5,600
$0
$0
$0
$0

$875

~

31 , •U
$33,633
$700
$4,000
$6,500

so

$4,500
$4,000
$0
$500
$1,700
$4,000
$4,000
$0
$0

$0
$50
$35,000
S2,200
$10,000
$5,150
$3,942
$6,040
$75
$50
$75

so

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$250
$15,125
$6,439
$0
$0
$8,612
$300
$11,500
$6,780
$550
$6,028
$0
$0
$0

~47,500

~139,083

$214,297

$655,587

$0
$33,300
$1,180
$4,700
$0
$0
$0
$486
$1,300
0
0
0
0
0
$0
$350
$1 ,851
$1,063
$0
0
$5,800
$0
$0
$0
$145
$0
$0
$0
$0
$175
$50,350

$0

so

$4,000
$6,000
$0

S160
$1,780
$0
$0
$0

so
so

$0

so

$3,130
S4,048
0
0
$3,440
$440
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

1Q

1Q

1Q

1Q

$72,808

$237,124

$93,984

$181 ,757

1Q

1Q

1Q

1Q

1Q

1Q

1Q

$72,808

$237,124

$93,984

$181,757

$50,350

$22,998

$227,764
6.39%

$598,607
16.80%

$229,849
6.45%

$506,908
14.23%

$264,647
7.43%

$678,585
19.05%

$22,998

*Administrative Support Team includes Human Resources, Information Technology, Facilities Mgt and the Diversity Coordinator.
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FY 99-oO PROPOSED JWB ADMINISTRATION BUDGET SUMMARY

Strategic and
Community
Planning

c

Research/
Evaluation

Contracts &
Grants
Subtotal

Grand
Total

$391 ,614

$321,268

$2,110,477

$175,632

$2,286,109

Salaries

$0

$0

$67,495

$0

$67,495

OTO Merit

$30,843
$40,922
S29,934
$3,730
$480

$25,289
$33,554
$23,983
$2,984
$384

$166,218
$220,537
$164,441
$20,515
$2.640

$180,051
$238,891
$182,131
$22,753

~105,909

~86,194

~574,351

S497,523

$407,462

$2,752,324

$13,833
$18,354
$17,690
$2,238
$288
$52,403
$228,034

$2,980,358

FICA
Retirement
Group Insurance
Workers Compensation
Unemploy Comp.
Subtotal Fringe
Total Fringe & Salaries

$8,900
$0
$10,484
$12,770
$14,200

$33,836

S500
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$146,518

$242,254
$33,300
$33,857
$57,981
$116,878
$11,100
$11 ,307
$4,848
$27,498
$0
$0
$16,000
$6,350
$98,834
$31,000
$34,283
$82,144
$29,993
$21,200
$10,070
$34,814
$10,780
$11 ,575
$7,330
S8,070
$10,581
$4,000
$0
$0
$175
$956,322

Contractual
Audit
Travel
Conference
Workshops
TELEPHONE
TELPHONE-INTERNET
Long Distance
Postage
Utilities
Water
Janitorial
Rent Equipment
Rent Building
Insurance
Repair/Maintenance
Printing
Copying
Advertising
Promotional
Office Supplies
Operating Supplies
Subscriptions
Books
Memberships
Educational Material
Educational Assl
Bank Charge
Miscellaneous
Special Disl
Subtotal

gm

~626,7Q~

$553
$0
$0
$0
$0
$79,115

$71,668

$103,436
$33,300
$33,357
$56,581
$116,878
$10,000
$11 ,307
$3,848
$27,498
$0
$0
$16,000
$6,350
$98,834
$31,000
$34,283
$80,144
$28,893
$21 ,200
S10,070
$34,314
S10,780
$11 ,575
$7,330
$8,070
$10,581
$4,000
$0
$0
$175
$809,804

~

iQ

iQ

iQ

iQ

Capital

$79,115

$71 ,668

$809,804

$146,518

$956,322

Total Operating

$479,130
13.45%

$3,562,128
100.00%

$374,552
9.51%

$3,936,680
100.00%

0
$6,700
$8,200
$0

so

$0
$500
$4,400
$0

$412
$2,200
$0
$0
$0
$0

so
so

$0

c

Administrative
Operations
Subtotal

so

$0
$0
$0
$12,038
$4,750
$1 ,500
$4,920
$4,100
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$12,300
$3,900
$1 ,000

so

$3,120
$0

so
so

so

$576,638
16.19%

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

iQ

I

$138,818
$0
$500
$1,400
$0
$1,100
$0
$100
$1 ,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,000
$1,100
$0

so

c
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Grand Total
%of Total

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATION BUDGET
FOR FY 1999-00

BUDGET

BUDGET

REQUESTED

1997-98

1998-99

1999-00

~111.278

~116.550

~125.007

$111,278

$116,550

$125,007

$8,590
$19,728
$4,348
$746

$8,916
$19,172
$4,990
$746

$9,845
$13,062
$6,200
$746

$96
$33,508

$70
$33,894

~

$16,000
$3,400
$4,000
$0
$300
$1,300
$5,400
$800
$3,500
$700
$4,550

EXPENDITURES
OFFICE OF
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
PERSONNEL SERVICE
PERSONNEL TOTAL
BENEFITS
FICA
RETIREMENT
GROUP INSURANCE
WORKERS COMPENSATION
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP.

BENEFITS TOTAL

$29,949

EXPENSES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
OTHER CONTRACTUAL SERVI<
TRAVEL
CONFERENCE
TELEPHONE
LONG DISTANCE
POSTAGE
RENT EQUIPMENT
COPYING
ADVERTISING
OFFICE SUPPLIES
MEMBERSHIPS
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

$30,000
$16,000
$5,000
$3,000

iQ

$16,000
$4,400
$3,000
$0
$300
$1,500
$5,400
$800
$3,300
$700
$5,600
lQ.

EXPENSE TOTAL

$39,950

$41,000

$72,808

DIRECTOR TOTAL

$184,736

$191,444

$227,764

$315
$2,000
$5,400
$2,493
$2,200
$800
$5,600
lQ.

•1ncre..e In Professional Services due to lobbying contract with Jon C. Moyle. Office of Special
Assistant budget was eliminated In the FY 19-00 budget (FY tl-99 budget· $115,407).

4-3

c

BUDGET
1997-98

BUDGET
1998-99

REQUESTED
1999-00

EXPENDITURES
PROGRAMS
PERSONNEL SERVICE
PERSONNEL TOTAL

~410.144

~447.982

~516.504

$410,144

$447,982

$516,504

$32,187
·$73,925
$23,038
$4,103

$35,144
$75,570

$40,683
$53,978
$38,949
$4,849

BENEFITS
FICA
RETIREMENT
GROUP INSURANCE
WORKERS COMPENSATION
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP.

BENEFITS TOTAL

EXPENSE TOTAL
PROGRAMS TOTAL

.176

,

ill§

$2,500
$6,000
$160
$0
$1,700
$2,000
$3,000
$3,440

~

$139,083

$133,781

EXPENSES
TRAVEL
CONFERENCE
LONG DISTANCE
REPAIRS AND MAINT.
POSTAGE
PRINTING
COPYING
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
BOOKS
DUES AND MEMBER

s2a.8n

.

$0

so

$4,000
$6,000
$160
$0
$1,780
$3,130
$4.048
S3.440
$440
$0

iQ
$18,800

iQ
$19,826

$22,998

$562,725

$612,295

$678,585

.J..J

$6,000
$160
$0
$1,226
$2,000
$3,000
$3.4.!0

~

*Increase In staff salaries due to the transfer of two positions from Finance to Programs.
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BUDGET

BUDGET

1997-98

1998-99

REQUESTED

1999-00

:.::XPENDITURES
STRATEGIC AND
COMMUNITY PLANNING
~391.614

~363.563

~372.032

$363,563

$372,032

$391,614

BENEFITS
$28,550
FICA
$65,571
RETIREMENT
GROUP INS URANCE ··
$22,827
$4,103
WORKERS COMPENSATIOI
$528
UNEMPLOYMENT COMP.
~ c- N EFITS TOTAL
$121,579

$29,310
$63,026
$24,065
$3,730
$350
$120,481

$30,843
$40,922
$29,934
$3,730
$480
$105,909

PERSONNEL SERVICE
PERSONNEL TOTAL

_:,:S,
-.~ F ESSIONAL

TRAVEL
CONFERENCE
WORKSHOPS*
TELEPHONE
LONG DISTANCE
POSTAGE
UTILITIES
REPAIRS AND MAINT.
PRINTING
COPYING
ADVERTISING
PROMOTIONAL
OFFICE SUPPLIES
BOOKS
EDUC. MATERIALS
EXPENSE TOTAL
S&CPTOTAL

$46,562

$0
$1 ,000
$4,000
$0
$0
$2,638
$4,250
$1,500
$3,620
$4,500
$0
$0
$46,562

-.'{ ~0 0
..... ,484
$12,770
$14,200
$0
$500
$4,400
$0
$0
$12,038
$4,750
$1,500
$4,920
$4,100
$0
$553
$79,115

$531,704

$539,075

$576,638

Sc .
v,

so

$0
$1,000
$4,500

$3,000
$4,250
$1,500
$4,620
$4,500
$0

iQ

.,.) '· · ' d )

so

*$14,200 added per budget submission for Children's Service Committees
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Funds remaining FY 98-99
Funds allocated FY 98-99
CHD
PPS
SUPPORT
Fri~nds Qf th~ D~af S~rvi!;;~ Q~nt~r
Organizational Grant

FY 98-99

FY 98-99

FY 1999-00
JWB

&!.!DGEI

AMEHQED

BEQ!.!ESI

•

Suo~ll Gil:! Scout Coum<il
Membership Outreach
l:t~lllb~ IS:idJ ~iD~IIIJ
Healthy Kids
Health~

Families Expansion

IMA Human Services
and Development
Twenty-First Century Learning Center
Tutoring Project
IMA- Tutoring Project
IMA-Lakewood H.S. Project
IMA-New Hope
Agency Total
Sao AntQniQ Bo~a Villlg~
Organizational Grent
Youth Development/lntergenerational
Programs
Youth Development/lnterg. Allocations
YOUTH MAPPING Development
Implementation
Pinellas Coun~ Coop. Ext.

$0

$25,419

$35,522

$12,500

$12,500

$0

$267,847

$267,847

$139,908

$25,488

$25,488

$242,789

$150,000
$193,881
$0
$0
IQ
$343,881

$150,000
$93,881
$22,403
$67,663

$150,000
$93,881
$22,403
$67,663

~

~

$343,881

$343,881

$0

$25,000

$10,000

$115,000

$0
$74,967

$58,114
$0

$60,000
$40,000

$0
$0
$100,000

$50,000

SUBTOTAL

$902,756

$1,038,243

$1,081,201

Transitional Unallocated
Transitional Allocations
Family Service Center- Family Loan Program

$500,000

$99,096
$93,832
$100,000

$500,000
$0
$0

OTHER PROGRAM FUNDS
Strategic Plan Implementation FY 97-98

$250,000

Middle School Initiatives

$200,000

$75,000

$350,000

$25,000

$0
$75,000
$86,111
$38,889
$0

$50,000

Merger/Consolidation
Merger Allocations
Program Contingency-OTO
0 TO Allocations
Equipment/Renovation*

$125,000
$200,000

9

$125,000
$0
$250,000

••
•••

FY 1999-00

Funds remaining FY 98-99
Funds allocated FY 98-99

FY 98-99

r ... 98-99

JWB

CHD

BUDGET

AMt;~gEg

REQUESI

PPS
SUPPORT
$232,796
EIR Allocations
SUBTOTAL
$800,000
$275,000
TOTAL FUND BALANCE*
$1,n5,334 $1,484,073
*Figure excludes merit increases for MFC, PCLB and CCC.
GRAND TOTAL
$26,591,276 $26,540,750
Intergovernmental Revenue
PROGRAM FUNDING TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL AGENCIES
GRAND TOTAL PROGRAMS

$0
sn5,ooo
$2,727,713

$28,059,039

$120,000
$120,000
$0
$26,711,276 $26,660,750 $28,059,039
61
77
89
116
168
140

10

Attachment B

REVISED

ADMINISTRATIVE COST (BUDGETED) HISTORY
FY 82-83 TO FY 99-QO

c

;.·

.t..

'"'·''~ .. ,_l. .TOTAL
.
~
•"t I

.

~

·':~

'' ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUSTED RATE ADJUSTED RATE
~ EXPENDITURE ·
AD VALOREM
BUDGET
· . TOTAL BUDGET
i~ ._; ~·· ~-

1999-00

.

$32,959,465

$3,936,680

8.78%

10.16o/c

1998-99

$31,683,396

$3,969,131

8.68%

10.03%

1997-98

$30,203,797

$3,765,460

8.87%

10.03%

1996-97

$27,751,640

$3,500,073

8.95%

9.89%

1995-96

$27,304,702

$3,101,375

8.85%

9.89%

1994-95

$25,812,990

$2,979,509

8.85%

9.24%

1993-94

$22,380,517

$2,650,325

9.56%

9.60%

1992-93

$19,757,732

$2,340,159

9.51%

9.74%

1991-92

$18,942,632

$2,231 ,794

9.38%

9.92%

1990-91

$21 ,257,520

$1,969,432

7.26%

9.56%

1989-90

$19,528,266

$1 ,789,587

7.24%

9.31%

1988-89

$15,735,109

$1,616,744

8.06%

9.76%

1987-88

$14,800,746

$1 ,519,845

7.79%

9.39%

1986-87

$13,170,439

$1 ,206,084

7 .28%

8.87%

1985-86

$11 ,518,470

$1,121,752

7.74%

9.09%

1984-85

$10,262,626

$1 ,049,180

8.16%

9.46%

1983-84

$9,368,320

$982,184

8.72%

10.28%

1982-83

$8,244,043

$911 '159

9.17%

10.45%

JWB ADJUSTED ADMINISTRATIVE COST RATE
TOTAL ADMINISTRATION BUDGET
LESS CONTRACTS AND GRANTS
LESS FINANCE

$3,936,680
($374,552)
($58,222.31)

22%
LESS HUMAN RESOURCES/OPERATIONS
17%
LESS TRAINING CENTER

($506,908)

ADJUSTED ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET

$2,895,235

TOTAL BUDGET
ADJUSTED RATE TOTAL BUDGET
AD VALOREM
ADJUSTED RATE AD VALOREM

($101 ,763)

$32,959,465
8.78%
$28,497,371
10.16%

REVISED

JWB also committed staff resources to establish a major Middle School Aged effort in
FY 1998-99. This Initiative primarily focuses on creating opportunities for involvement
in positive activities for middle school aged youth.
The Quality Child Care Initiatives funding will be used to improve quality child care in
Pinellas County and to address school readiness issues as related to quality child care.
The following issues will be addressed: achievement of quality child care services
through the provision of comprehensive program components in the following goal areas
in order to ensure readiness for school and life: Health & Safety, Nutrition; Training,
Technical Assistance & Curriculum; Support Services; Parent Involvement; Physical
Envirorunent; Evaluation & Research; & Staff directors/Administrators/Owners.
Transitional, Merger/Consolidation, Program Contingency and Equipment/Renovation
are funds that have been available in previous fiscal years.
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Item IV-A
Regular Meeting 07/08/99

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directoy

Legislative Report 1999 Session

c

Attached you will find the end of session report of Moyle, Flanigan, et al, the JWB
contract lobbyist for the 1999 session. Such a brief end of session report actually
understates their activity significantly. For example, in the School Readiness Bill,
it does not attempt to capture the drafting of alternative language, the work on
the make up of the local coalition Board, successfully keeping Pre-K Exceptional
Education from being included, deleting language that suggested "testing" rather
than evaluating the development of very young children, and a host of other
actions necessary to nurse a very significant piece of legislation that was heavily
lobbied by a variety of special interest groups. · While no piece of major
legislation ever is (or should it be) everything one wants, the final form of the
school readiness legislation should be very supportive of the foundation laid in
Pinellas County by the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC). The
process was also a reminder of the importance of pre-session work and the
necessity of a physical presence throughout the process and having a small
cadre of informed "stakeholders" involved all along the way (selected PECC
members).
Likewise, the Revenue Maximization summary does not capture the extent of the
work involved in first reconciling draft legislation with similar Departmental
legislation - made easier if there is a sponsor in the wings. Although there was
finally a common bill, when that bill ran into the late session log jam, the ability to
find an alternative, germane vehicle salvaged this effort. This now brings a
statutory resolution to a three-year issue previously dealt with only by restructive
proviso language.
The key accomplishment in the Privatization Bill - in addition to addressing major
"glitches" - tort liability, mechanism for estimation of case loads, transition
funding, etc.- was the restoration of the "hold harmless" for local governments.
This language was in the original legislation in the 1998 law, but was removed
when the Manatee County Sheriff was added to the protective investigation
mandate in District 5.

c

Continued on Back

Legislative Report 1999 Session
Page 2
Disappointments included the failure of the Children's Health legislation especially the continuation of the local match requirements for Healthy Kids for
another year. An increasing number of communities around the state are having
problems with meeting match requirements (as well as increasing premium costs
- $70 in some counties). This will be even more difficult as the inclusion of
federal dollars in the Healthy Kids funding mix means that health care providers
will no longer be eligible to provide support. The swimming pool enclosure pill
did surprisingly well and that should portend a return next session.
All in all, the wisdom of a limited, targeted legislative agenda coupled with
aggressive lobbying representation was confirmed. This strategy can be even
more effective in 2000 by focusing on an early identification of the agenda and
priorities, pre-session activity, and establishing and strengthening relationships
with local delegation members - a number of whom are newly elected. JWB has
lost some of its historical "high touch" with a small number of community
members with this new approach. New ways of recapturing at least some of this
need to be explored. The Strategic Plan focuses on "Results". It can be reported
with confidence that JWB has had, by far, its best session ever (or at least in 16
years) as far as both active, visible involvement and specific, concrete results.
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June 11, 1999

VIA FACSJMD,E 217-547-5610

James E. Mills, Executive Director
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
6698 68th Avenue N., Suite A
Pinellas Park, Florida 33781-5060
Dear Jim:
I wanted to briefly report to you on concerning the 1999 legislative session. As you
know there were a number of specific bills we were working for CSC, as well as other
bills for which we were more tangentially involved on the Council's behalf:
1.
School Rea<iincss - CS-SB 366 & 382. As you know, this bill involved the
substantial expenditure of time and energy this legislative session (while it initially
appeared that it would pass quickly, based on extensive pre-session work, ultimately it was
not passed until the final week of the session). We were successful in "shaping" a number
of the provisions, including the ability of Children's Service Councils or Juvenile Welfare
Boards to act as fiscal agents for local coalitions, as well as the "block grant" funding
concept. Additionally, the legislative intent language was essentially the language that we
have been supporting. Note that there are incentive bonuses for school readiness coalitions
that have been approved by the State Partnership- $50,000 initiation grant if approved by
January 1, 2000 and $25,000 initiation grant if approved by March 1, 2000. (This Bill
will take effect upon becoming law; it was presented to the Governor June 7th.)

P. Z

James E. Mills, Executive Director
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Privatization - SB 660. Based on discussions during the legislative session,
we choose not to proceed with the bill that we had _drafted on this matter, but rather to

2.

work with existing bills on the same subject matter that appeared to "moving". tntimately
SB 660 was adopted, with the "unfunded mandate" language that we had sought (i.e., the
Legislature while recognizing that local governments presently fund certain foster care and
related services programs and may choose to expand such funding in the future stated:
"the Legislature does not intend by its privatization of foster care and related services that
any county, municipality or special district be required to assist in funding programs that
have previously been funded by the State"). The intent goes on to note that there is no
prohibition on counties, municipalities or special districts from volunteering future funding
participation and foster care and related services.
This bill also addressed the sovereign immunity problem and provided protection
for a lead community-based provider of foster cue services, limiting non-economic
damages to $200,000 per claim (absent a claims bill, as CUITently permitted under Section
768-28, Florida Statutes, against state and local government bodies) and limiting net
economic damages to $1 million per claim. There is also a requirement for substantial
insurance coverage to protect both the state and foster children. Finally, there was some
attempt to deal with the issue of perceived inadequate funding for foster care (1) by
permitting federal funds earned for the current fiscal year by the Department and
community-based agencies which e"'ceed the amount appropriated to be distributed to
entities that contributed to the excess earnings, and (2) by .making available additional state
funds appropriated by the legislature for community-based agencies pursuant to the
budgetary amendment process in §216.177, Florida Statutes, to community-based agencies
(it is unclear how much additional funding, if any, will result). (This act shall take effect
upon becoming law; it was signed by the Governor on May 26, 1999, which is thus the
"effective date'' .)
3,

. .

.

M
R
JVC,UCIXJIDJZBtiOD

a. SB 1660. While the intent with "Revenue Maximization" was to provide
that local matching funds would draw down federal funding in the Medicaid and Title IV-B
areas, the Director of the Agency for Health Care Administration, which is responsible for
Medicaid, was not appo;,nted untll February and the AHCA was adamantly opposed to such
legislation. Accordingly, it was decided to work with DCF with respect to Title IV-E
matching funds and this approach was successful. Section 55 of SB 1660, which generally
deals with child abuse prevention training, establishes local funds as state match for

c

James E. Mills, Executive Director
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eligible Title IV-E expenditures and provides that all such federal Title IV-E funds earned.
as a result of using local certified local ~tch (other than up to S% for the Department for
administrative purposes) shall be distributed to the local entity providing the certified local
match. DCF shall annually prepare a repon to be submitted to the Legislature no later
than January 1 documenting the specific activities undertaken during the previous fiscal
year pursuant to this section. (This ac~ shall take effect July 1, 1999; it was signed by the
Governor May 29, 1999.)
b. SB 660. In Section 3 there was a revision to the existing §409.906,
Florida Statutes, allowing AHCA, in consultation with DCF to establish "a targeted casemanagement pilot project in those coUDties identified by" DCF. This would allow
Medicaid funding·, and potentially local match funding, if Palm Beach or Pinellas Counties
were selected as such a pilot project. (This act shall take effect upon becoming law; it
was signed by the Governor on May 26, 1999, which is thus the "effective date''.)
Children's Health, SB 2520 & 14l4, and HB 2261. These bills would have
advanced "Healthy Kids", legislation that was adopted last year, including replacing the
local community match and providing coverage to children who are ineligible for Medicare
4.

c

or Title XXI funds. This legislation, which was on track for passage, was ultimately
defeated on the final day of the session due to the last minute addition of several nonrelated insurance amendments.

S.
lkalthy Families. While both legislation and an amendment was drafted to
eliminate the Kempe screening prohibition in last year's legislation, it was ultimately
determined that there was not a ''vehicle" likely to pass to which this could be attached.
WAGES, SB 256. This bill contained a number of revisions with respect to
6.
the WAGES Program. Items that may be of interest include:

•

c

With respect to cbildcare facilities staff-to--children ratio, individuals
participating in a community service work experience activity under
the WAGES Program at a childcare facility may not be considered in
calculating the staff to children ratio; however, the prior prohibition,
that an employee of a childcare facility who receives subsidized
wages under the WAGES Program could not be considered in the
ratio, has been deleted.

• JUN 30 '99

11:12AM MOYLE,FLANIGAN,ET.AL
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•

A new §414.0267 was created to allow for a program of matching
gr~ for economic independence, permitting donations and
expenditures by private donors and charitable organizations for
programs that further the goals of the WAGES Program.

•

The WAGES Program State Board of Directors is required, as part
of its annual statewide program plan, to have "perfonnance standards
and objectives, measurement criteria, measures of performance and
contract guidelines ... " These performance standards and objectives
are important because failure to meet them at the local level may
require submissio%1 of a plan of corrective action and may ultimately
be grounds for termination by the State Program.

•

The payment structure for job placement has been changed to: not
more than 50% of the costs of services provided to a WAGES
participant prior to placement, 25% upon employment, and 25% if
employment is retained for at least six months (the prior percentages
were 40%/50%/10%).

•

Under a new §414.035, TANF block grant funds must be expended
in accordance with the requirements and limitations of Title IV-A.

•

Cash assistance program under WAGES has now been divided into
WAGES cases and child-only cases. The WAGES Program State
Bo~ of Directors will oversee the WAGES cases; DCF shall be
responsible for administering child-only cases.

•

Transitional benefits and services are created for families leaving the
temporary cash assistance program to move those families toward
self-sufficiency.

•

A variety of "diversion" programs are created including programs
for: victims of domestic violence and their children; families meeting
the criteria of Healthy Families Florida (i.e., one or more children in
the family is at risk of abuse, neglect or threatened hann; families
who are homeless or living in a facility that provides shelter to
homeless families; and families at risk of welfare dependency due to

James E. Mills, Executive Director
June 11, 1999
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substance abuse or mental illness; and a teen parents and pregnancy
prevention diversion program. Essentially the diversion programs
provide services as one-time payments to assist the families in
avoiding welfare dependency, with receipt of services or one-time
payment not precluding eligibility for other assistance under the
WAGES Program.
•

A program for dependent care for families with children with special
needs is established (this applies to families with a child or children
between the ages of 13 and 17 years with "special" needs as defined
by the subsidized cbildcare program and the family meets the
financial eligibility guidelines for subsidized childcare).

•

Retention IDCentive Training Accounts are created for WAGES
Program participants who· have become employed to promote
retention and advancement; RITAS may pay for tuition, fees,
education materials, coaching and mentoring, performance incentives,
transportation to and from courses, chUdcare costs during education
courses and other such costs as the regional work force development
board determines are necessary.

•

The executive office of the Governor is authorized to transfer funds
and positions between appropriations categories, budget entities, and
departments as necessary to implement this act.

c

(This act will become effective upon becoming law; and was signed
by the Governor on June 8, 1999.)
Childcare, HB 869. Among the items passed in this bill relating to childcare
7.
were the following items:

c

•

Providing for "Gold Seal Quality Care'' designation for large family
childcare homes.

•

Increasing the eligibility for subsidized childcare programs to children
of working families enrolled in the "Cblldcare Executive Partnership
Program" up to 200% of the federal poverty level.

• JUN 30 '99
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•

Revising minimum training requirements for childcare personnel.

•

Providing for child market rate reimbursement for childcare providers
holding a "Gold Seal Quality" designation. (This act becomes
effective July 1, 1999; the deadline for action by the Governor is June
10, 1999).

8.
After School Care, SB 256. This bill, in addition to the WAGES program
issues identified in paragraph 7 above, also provides, in Section 33 of the bill that the State
Adjutant General, who is the chief of the Department of Military Affairs, is to establish
an "About Face" program which is to be "a summer and year-around afterschoollifepreparation program for economically disadvantaged at-risk youths from 13 through 17
years of age. Both the sununer and year-around programs are to provide "school work
assistance, focusing on skills needed to pass ~ high school competency test, and to focus
on functional life skills. In the afterschool program, students "must" train in academic
study skills, in the basic skills of business required for employment consideration. (This
act shall take effect upon becoming law; and was approved by the Governor on June 8.
1999.)

With the exception of those bills indicated as already signed, all of the above are
subject to veto of the Governor, I you have any questions or would like copies of any of
this legislation, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,

Thomas A. Sheehan, Ill
TAS/pk

Information

Item IV.B.
Regular Meeting 7/08/99

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director.J1JI'Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Progra~ Finance~

Quarterly Monitoring Report
Juvenile Services Program

c

As stated in an informational item to the Board in October of 1998, JWB staff have been
monitoring the efforts of the Juvenile Service Program to alleviate its considerable
program deficit. . The FY 97-98 audit performed by Peel, Schatzel and Wells, P.A.,
expressed that the 1997 "going concern" was alleviated as a result of a funding
institution granting an informal extension of the due date to Oct. 1, 1998, and the
stabilizing of operations and reduction of operating losses." During a recent site visit,
the agency reported the line of credit due date has been extended to December 31,
1999. The agency also produced an Unaudited Balance sheet for May 31, 1999 which
indicated a continued decrease in unrestricted net assets. It was also reported that the
Department of Children and Families has issued a corrective action plan for a non-JWB
program.
The agency has current liabilities of $495,984. Net liabilities exceed assets by 322,032.
The agency's fiscal year ends on June 30, 1999, at which time the agency will have up
to 120 days to forward a new financial audit and management letter to JWB.
Staff will continue to monitor this situation and will report to the Board upon receipt of
the agency's FY 1998-99 audit and management letter.

Friends of the Deaf- Neighborhood Family Center

c

As previously reported the FY 97-98 audit for the Friends of the Deaf (FOD) reported
seventeen recommendations and that agency expenses had exceeded revenues by
$244,784. The prior year's audit reported that expenses also exceeded revenues by
$78,595. During FY 1997-98, the significant increase in the deficit was a result of
several factors including: improper and inaccurate bookkeeping, back taxes owed to the
IRS and the State of Florida, several episodes of storm, flood and lighting damage that
have drained agency funds, and finally a damaged accounting software system that has
severely impacted the agency's ability to produce accurate financial statements. A
Going Concern note was issued by their auditors because "the Center showed a
decrease in net assets of $244,784 during the year ended June 30, 1998." The
agency's net assets decreased from $253,874 to $9,190 in FY 97-98.
The agency has made an effort to address the deficit by: reorganizing programs and
eliminating several staff positions, selling one of its current facilities, requesting a waiver

of penalties from the IRS, hiring a new bookkeeper, and finally spending many staff
hours trying to correct, update and reconcile the financial records.
Additionally, the agency will be paying off back taxes owed to the IRS and the State of
Florida, relocating headquarters to the current program services site, and seeking
resources to repair the accounting software/computer system.
The agency has current liabilities of $175,821. Net assets exceed liabilities by
$134,395.

Staff Resource Persons: Beverly Lightfoot, Sue Walterlck, Gary Cernan

Item IV.C.
Regular Meeting 07/08/99

Information
TO:
FROM:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members
James E. Mills, Executive Direc~J-1
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director of Prog~~ and Finane~
Patricia K. Gehant, Information Systems Manager {_:}

SAMIS Enhancements
The SAM IS information system was developed to increase the efficiency of data transfer
between JWB and the funded agencies. The system was piloted by 10 agencies from
April through May and tested by JWB staff with user comments overwhelmingly positive.
Following the training in May and June, there has been a high level of cooperation from
the funded agencies in assisting JWB to work out the bugs in the system. During that
process, the participants offered ideas for changes. In an effort to be responsive to the
users, system enhancements were identified that improve the ease of use and accuracy
of data entry. Some of the enhancements identified are outlined below.
Enhancement ·
Individual salary amounts can not exceed the
budgeted amount.
User can overwrite the uO" on the budget forms
rather than deleting.
Keep table headers on the top of the browsers

Budget Amendment Flag

Problem solved
Over payment of one position causing lack of fund
for a second position
Reduces data entry time
Allows the user to view the column heading as
they scroll down the page. This technology was
not available during the design phase.
JWB will see a red flag on the reimbursement
page if the agency has submitted a budget
amendment. JWB will not over pay a line item
that could be in the budget amendment process.

JWB will have a $71 ,033 retainer with Arthur Andersen for ongoing support. The retainer
will be used to process small changes to the system and for troubleshooting problems, in
addition to completing system enhancements.
Additional line item transfers will be made to fund these enhancements and retainer from
lapsed administrative dollars. This will allow JWB to be immediately responsive to contract
agencies and make immediate, full use of SAM IS rather then waiting for the new fiscal year.
The funds will be transferred into the existing Service and Maintenance line item in the
Information Systems budget.

Employee Personnel Committee

Advocate
MINUTES
EPC MEETING, JWte 30, 1999

July 8, 1999
Item IV-D

Members Present: Ann Santoro, Stephanie Richards, Kathy Moser, Patricia Davis,
Elaine Rachal
Also Present:
Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Walt Williams, R J. Doody

CHAIR
Ann Santoro
Marriage & Family
Counselin~

MEMBERS
GaryCernan
Juvenile Welfare Board
Elaine Rachel
Pinellas County
License Board
Stephiz"nie Richards
Coordinated Child Care
Kathy Moser
Juvenile Welfare Board

Members welcomed Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Board President, who pursuant to
policies, annually attends an EPC meeting.

SICK LEAVE POOL (SLPEI)
EPC' s proposal to rename the Catastrophic Illness Pool and to make it more
accessible for employees was approved at the JWte I 0, 1999, Board meeting. Walt
stated that the new terms for the Sick Leave Pool for Extended Illness will be
described in detail in the August JWBee. Changes will also be made in the
Employee Manual.

JWB POLO SHIRTS
Kathy reported that orders for the first shipment of JWB polo shirts had to be in
by July 1, 1999. Shipment is expected in about three weeks. Employees will still be
able to order shirts in the future.

NEW EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION
Walt reported that his committee has started to implement manges in the new
employee orientation process. A JWB mug, pen, and information folder are being
provided to each new employee. Folders contain briefs about each employing unit of
JWB in addition to the usual orientation material. New employees also receive a
schedule for their orientation procedure, an introduction to information systems, and
a tour of the other agencies.
CO~CATIONSTRAUaNG

The EPC has continued to brainstorm about ways to improve employee morale.
A recent idea has been to provide employees with tools for feeling empowered in
their interactions with co-workers and supervisors. The EPC has been exploring the
possibility of asking JWB to offer workshops that would strengthen commWtication
skills and inaease employees' understanding of their workplace behaviors and
motivation. The idea was presented to Mr. Mills by an EPC subcommittee last
month. Mr. Mills was receptive and encouraged the subcommittee to work with R J .
Doody to develop a product.
R J. Doody made a presentation to the EPC at the request of the subcommittee.
He provided members with a list of five different workshops that he has been
developing for the Training Post. The workshops can focus on communication
skills, self-awareness, self-assessment, and Wlderstanding personal motivation. The
Committee expressed interest in having some of the same workshops offered inhouse for employees only.
Members decided to get feedback about workshops with the greatest appeal from
employees in their Wtits. The Committee will finalize a plan at the July EPC
meeting. R J. agreed to work with the Committee, and to make workshops available
in late August and/or early September.

SAFETY COMMITrEE
Walt stated that there were no incidents to report.

HONEY FROM TilE BEE
Several employees submitted appreciation forms for publication in the JWBee.
One employee submitted a question about in-house promotions. The question was
passed on to the four Executive Directors, and it will be addressed again at the next
meeting.
EPC OFFICERS
Members agreed to elect a Co-Chair in July since Ann Santoro had to vacate that
position.
NEXT MEETING: Wednesday, July 28, 1999, at II :00 a.m. in the 4111 floor
Conference Room.

Item IV.E.
Regular Meeting 7/8/99

Information

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director V\
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Programsl&"Financ~

W'

Healthy Kids Pinellas County Monthly Funding Report
Attached is a copy of the monthly report of funding activities conducted by the
Healthy Kids Pinellas County (HKPC) during the month of June of 1999.
This information is being provided in response to the Board's action at the May
8, 1997 meeting when funding for HKPC was approved.
The attached report was generated by the HKPC program and is presented as it
was received.

c

JWB funding for Healthy Kids Pinellas is a six year grant. Some of the funds
were allocated as local match subsidy and some were allocated as dollar for
dollar incentive match payments for newly contributed, non JWB insurance
subsidies. The allocated portions are as follow:
FY 1996/97: $74,520 for local match insurance subsidy
FY 1997/98: $260,820 for local match insurance subsidy
$ 38.103 for incentive match payments
Total
$ 298,923
FY 1998/99: $111,780 for local match insurance subsidy
$156.067 for incentive match payments
Total
$267,847

c

FY 1999/00:

$139,908 for incentive match payments

FY 2000/01:

$ 59,580 for incentive match payments

FY 2001/02:

$ 46,980 for incentive match payments

FUNDING REPORT
HEALTHY KIDS OF PINELLAS COUNTY

REPORTING PERIOD:

I.

Jun-99

FUNDING RECEIVED AND APPLIED TO THIS REPORTING PERIOD

Revenue Source
All Children's Hospital
BayCare Health Systems
Catalina Marketing
Florida Progress
Pinellas Co. Social Services
·.
United Way
Interest (Estimated Earnings)
Other (Carry-Over from FY98)

Date
Received
6/1/98

.

8/10/98
6/1/98
6/7/99
1/8/99
4/9/99
6/30/99
7/1/98

Distribution of Funding by Month (JWB FY '99)
Aug-99
Jul-99
Sep-99
Jun-99

$ 2,083.33
.
$
$
83.33
$
416.67
$ 4,166.67
$ 3,333.33
$
833.33
$
48.09
$
550.92
$ 11 ,515.67 $

Total Received

.

$

.

$

II. PREVIOUSLY REPORTED FUNDING SOURCES THAT HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN

Revenue Source

Amount
Pledged

Amount
Received
To Date

Date
Withdrawn/
Terminated

Not Applicable

Ill. NEW SOURCES IDENTIFIED AS POTENTIAL FUNDERS

Potential Revenue Source

Description of Fund-Raising Efforts

IV. ADDITIONAL FUND-RAISING ACTIVITIES
The Chair of the Healthy Kids Advisory Council, Chuck Hall, met with representatives of 'KidCare' to
discuss possibility of the KidCare organization hosting local fund-raisers in support of the Healthy
Kids of Pinellas program. There are several issues that need to be resolved, but the Healthy Kids of
Pinellas County program is exploring this option with great interest.

HKFUND1

-

Information

c

Item IV.F.
Regular Meeting 07/08/99

INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)

June 30,1999

Prepared by
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE DIRECTOR

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
May 31, 1999

Government
Fund

.Genrul
ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits
Investments-De f. Comp. Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land & Improvements
Building & Improvements
Furniture,Fixtures&Equip.
crumulated Depreciation
lin Interfund Transfers
. t'rovided for Comp .Absn.

FUND EQUITY
Investment in Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Contributed Capital
Retained Earnings
Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
Cooperman-Bogue
FlY Expend .Desi
Sick Leave Pool
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL LIAB.&FUND EQUITY

Account Groups

Fixed Asset

Component
Unit

LT Debt

TOTALS

fCLB

$17,207,456

$17,207,456

1,337
1,063,533

82,933
(681)

1,395
9,668
434,296
2,752,850
612,262
(29,157)
$18.254.232

LIABILITIES
Vouchers & Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Due to Interfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES

Proprietary
Funds
Internal!
Enterprise

(781,646)
155,884
$2.561.384

(126,728)
$612.262

$511 246
$511.246

<$44.476)

275,820
21,848

$84,270
$1,062,852
$1,395
$9,668
$434,296
$2,752,850
$612,262
($781,646)
($1)
$511 246
$21.894.648

$275,820
21 ,848
511,246

511 ,246

$ 17,622,618
1,933,385
206,133
586,146
87,571
17,928
434,296
2,126,696
1,1 12,774
(682,696)
344,802
ill..Q3.8

$24.307.691

88,257
76,086
518,038
1,933,385
328,521

aL.lli
Q

Q

lli....246

Q

612,262

3 Q31 858

612,262
5, 126,393
2,149,514
362,106

555,955
6,500,499
2,231,700
155,820

260,650

260,650

248,104

3,487
4,136,613
43,448
8 641 290
17 256 565

4,107
3,231 ,288

2 561 383

6.12..262

Q

(222 723)
(44 411)

3,487
4,136,613
43,448
8 321 260
21 Q85 133

8 348 360
21 215 833

~18.~~~.~JJ

~~.~!il.J8J

~U.~!i~

~~u.~~

!$44.~2Zl

~~~.8~.~2

~~.JD2.!i21

255,316

4,871,077
2,149,514
362,106

42-ID.

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING June 30, 1999
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % = 75%)

ANNUAL
BUDGET
REVENUE
Property Taxes
Fees*
Intergoverrnnental
Interest on Investments
Miscellaneous
Leased Employees
Proprietary
Component Unit - PCLB
TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Leased Employees
Proprietary
Component Unit- PCLB
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$27' 175,235
47,400
138,750
700,000
331,685

28,393.070

(3,656,440)
(27,035,967)
( 1,002,989)

(31,695,396)

MONTHLY
ACTUAL
$113,108
(13,656)
29,149
71,676
278
160,286
37,830
225 144
623.815

$26,420,265
66,384
90,684
563,094
284,602
1,556,388
294,882
1 Q33 062
30.309.368

(289, 134)
(2, 123,976)
(83,065)
(162,382)
(37,999)
(344 77.5.)
(3,041,331)

(2,448,561)
(15,112,706)
(1,099,369)
( 1,655,933)
(245,119)
(1 :Z62 28Q)
(22,330,968)

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB

EXCESS(Deficiency) of
Revenue over Expenditures
CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL
RETAINED EARNINGS
INVESTM.IN FIXED ASSETS
FUND EQUITY
RESERVED
Encumbrances
UNRESERVED
Disability
Cooperman Bogue
F /Y Expenditure
Sick Leave Pool
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

YTD AS % OF BDGT
1999
1998

412.860

(3 3Q2 326)

(2 388 612)

8 321 26Q
2,149,514
362,106
612,262

3,302,326

260,650
3,487
4,136,613
43,447
5 126.394
$21.085.733

*This is Workshop Fee revenue. It funds a portion of actual workshop expenditures.
This year, Training has collected approximately $20,000 in revenue over budgeted expense.

97%
140%
65%
80%
86%

98%
87%
52%
98%
65%

107%

103%

67%
56%
110%

67%
59%
57%

70%

66%

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30, 1999
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % = 75%)

DIRECTOR

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

COMMUNICATIONS

FINANCE

ADJ\flN. TEAM

PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY SVCS.

RESEARCH

TRAINING

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

MONTH
BUDGET ACTUAL
150,445
11,917
41,000
5,045

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL
109,802
24,033

1999
73%
59%

%of Budget
1998
72%
85%

191,445

16,962

133,835

70%

75%

82,777
32,630

965

23,985
30,523

29%
94%

42%
88%

115,407

965

54,508

47%

50%

220,365
68,940

10,145
24,588

123,745
56,435

56%
82%

70%
49%

289,305

34,733

180,180

62%

65%

260,521
50,350

14,778
3,248

189,034
38,372

73%
76%

73%
58%

310,871

18,026

227,406

73%

71%

285,644
221,400

22,573
35,188

176,879
172,379

62%
78%

507,044

57,761

349,258

69%

49%
72%
6%
59%

587,186
25,109

39,873
3,315

408,699
24,108

70%
96%

74%
154%

612,295

43,188

432,807

71%

77%

492,513
46,561

31,905
628

314,415
26,783

64%
58%

71%
50%

539,074

32,533

341,198

63%

70%

270,576
68,268

16,577
14,760

180,247
55,562

67%
81%

66%
49%

338,844

31,337

235,809

70%

63%

379,417
372,738

28,715
24,914

267,060
226,500

70%
61%

63%
65%

752,155

53,629

493,560

66%

64%

J.!i~!i.~~U!

~52.lJ~

~.~~5.~!il

67%

67%

BUDGET AMENDMENTS TWS MONTH
DEPT. OF HEALTH - Healthy Families
To revise budget to accurately reflect current expenditures
GIANTS STEPS
To revise budget to accurately reflect current expenditures
PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN LEAGUE- Comprehensive Services
To transfer from admin.costs to salary&fringe for the loss of the original funded Comm.Dev.Block Grant
SAFETY HARBOR NFC
To enhance line items that need support
SUNCOAST YMCA - High Point
To realign contractual budget to to cover community events expenditures

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES

c

African American Leadership
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Asian FACE
Boys & Girls Club
Childs Park Outreach
Coordinated Child Care
Ervins
Foundation Village
Giant Steps Family Preservation
Greater Ridgecrest Board of Directors, Inc
IMA
Lealman Heights Neighborhood Center
Pinellas County Urban League
Pinellas Village
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Center
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
YWCA

TOTAL

17,000
2,250
16,103
13 ,536
5,000
330,000
3,836
13,175
1,700
9,587
28,000
1,776
21,666
20,000
1,500
11,570
6,522

$503.221

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
JSP-Childs Park Youth Entrepreneurial

4,244

I

I

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 6/30/99

BANK
AmSouth

ACCOUNT

AVG.RATE

BALANCE

YIELD

~arketlnvestrnent

for
Disability Self Ins.Fund

3.95%

$264,278.90

$429.61

AmSouth

Pooled Funds

4.35%

$16,750,922.69

$73,143.92

FL Local Gov.
Surplus Trust

Investment Pool

4.80%

$654,867.43

$2.628.73

S17.6:ZlMl62.02

~:z~.202.26

BUDGET CO~PARISON
(Year To Date)
BUDGET

YTD ACTUAL*

%

Over/Under

$700,000

$556,017.40

79%

($143,982.60)

* = Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

•

•

BOARD MEETING, 7/08/99 ITEM IV.G
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR JUNE 1999
JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:

Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassification:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:
NEW HIRES
License Board:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child Care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:
STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Bell, Cynthia- Mger Program Stds & Review - R&E- 6/14/99
Goetz, Julie- Sr Program Consultant- R&E- 6/1/99
Peters, Kathleen - Program Consultant - S&CP -6/7/99
Sprague, Vicki - Program Consultant- R&E- 6/14/99
Wade, Jonathan- Program Consultant- S&CP- 6/7/99
Woods, Yuanist- Work Coord/Outreach Wkr- CCYD- 6/28/99
None
None
None
None
None
Ball, Brenda - 6/29/98 - One Year
Cernan, Gary - 6/3/91 - Eight Years
Davis, Patricia - 6/20/91 - Eight Years
Edman, Gail - 6/5/89 -Ten Years
Hartmann, John - 6/1/83- Sixteen Years
Scheurer, Kristin- 6/ 19/95 - Four Years
None
Steele, Barbara - Licensing Specialist - 6/14/99
McGuire, Janice - 6/1199 - To CCC Personnel System
None
None
None
None
None
Jackson, Mona - 5/31199 -Promotion to Family Involve. Coordinator
Johnson, Shirley- 6/20/99 -Promotion to Program Specialist
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Adger, Susan - 6/9/85 - Fourteen Years
Hansen, John - 6/27/91 - Eight Years
Oakes, Douglas- 6/1193 - Six Years
Stanton, Carla - 6/ 12/86- Thirteen Years
None
Osborne, Kent - 6/1182 - Seventeen Years
None
None
None

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Introduction of New Staff
Attachment to Personnel Report for 7/08/99 Board Meeting
Ms. Corene Collins (Start Date: May 19}
Position: Senior Program Consultant. Mobilization
Corene recently returned to the Tampa Bay area after seven years with
Texas Southern University as Director of External Affairs. In this
position. Corene served as legislative liaison for the University.
She
developed and implemented a Legislative Strategic Plan and a fund raising
plan for the Annual Alumni and Friends Giving Campaign. Corene also
worked for Hillsborough County Government in various positions for nine
years, most recently as Assistant County Administrator for Support
Services and Deputy Director for Community Services.
Corene grew up in Tampa and is a graduate of Blake High School. She has
a B.S. degree in Sociology/Criminology from Florida A & M University and
has completed graduate work in Criminal Justice Administration at
Rutgers University. Corene has a son who is Professor of Finance at the
Florida A & M University School of Business and a 14-year-old daughter,
Kisten. Corene's interests include collecting art, jazz, and outdoor
activities.
Dr. Julie A . Goetz (Start Date: June 1}
Senior Program Consultant/Senior Researcher
Julie has a M.S. degree and a Ph.D. in Criminology from Florida State
University. She has worked as Co-Principal Investigator, Capital Jury
Project at Northeastern University and as a Statistical Analyst for the
Florida Department of Law Enforcement and US Department of Justice.
She has presented on her research to the American Society of
Criminology and the Southern Conference on Corrections and her
research has been published. Julie lives in Tampa with her six-year old
son, Conrad, and her four-year old daughter, Victoria.
Mr. Jonathan R. Wade (Start Date: June 7}
Senior Program Consultant. Planner
Jonathan has a Masters degree in Social Work from the University of
South Florida. He has worked as a Community Intervention Specialist
with Safehouse in Clearwater, and has also worked for Family Resources,
the State of Florida Department of Juvenile Justice, St. Petersburg
Junior College and Operation PAR.
Jonathan's experience includes
lecturing and counseling at area schools, grade K-12. Jonathan lives in
Clearwater.

Ms. Cynthia Bell (Start Date: June 14)
Manager. Program Standards and Review
Cindy has a Master of Science, Human Services degree from Nova
University.
Cindy comes to us from Camelot Care Centers in Tampa
where she served most recently as State Operations Director, and
previously as Regional Director and Program Supervisor. She has also
served as Administrator of a psychiatric residential treatment center
and Social Services Worker. Cindy has both a clinical and management
background and is very familiar with the State of Florida's Foster Care
system.
Vicki L. Sprague, M.A. (Start Date: June 14)
Program Consultant/Researcher
Vicki has a Master of Arts degree in Social Psychology from Texas Tech
University and will receive her Ph.D. in December of this year. Vicki
moved here from Lubbock, Texas where she worked as a research
assistant while in graduate school. Vicki's husband, Matt, recently
graduated from the Texas Tech University School of Law and is currently
studying for the bar exam.

Item IV.H
Regular Meeting 7/08/99

Information
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director
Patricia K. Gehant, Information Systems Manager

Update on Year 2000 Compliance
In accordance with the Management Letter, the Board will receive a monthly update on
the Y2K (Year 2000) readiness of the Juvenile Welfare Board. There Has been no Y2K
activity this month.
JWB has a Y2K task group consisting of the Information Systems Manager, Systems
Administrator, Finance Manager, Human Resources Manager, and the Facilities
Manager. A review has been completed of the facilities, information, and
telecommunication systems that could be affected by the Y2K issue. Vendors have
been contacted requesting compliance statements. The accounting software was
certified as Y2K compliant and a test of the system will be completed by June 30, 1999.
All other systems are Y2K compliant. The Y2K review and remediation should be
completed by August 1999. Below is a summary of the areas reviewed to date .

Area

.

I'.~

..

Status

49th Street facility

Compliant

66th Street facility

All systems compliant except the security system by Foreline. This
system requires a fix, which will be installed by the vendor by August

1999.
Office equipment

All systems compliant

Software - Office Automation

Compliant with a fix for Windows 95 and Outlook.

Software - Systems

Exchange, Web, and Application Server is compliant

Software -Accounting and HR

Testing for compliance

Hardware

Desktops purchased in July 1998 are all compliant. Servers, firewall,
and Cisco Router are all compliant. New computers to be purchased in
July are certified by the vendor to be Y2K compliant.

Partners

Staff Resource Person:

Florida Power will be compliant by end of 3'd quarter 1999

Patricia K. Gehant

Regular Meeting 7/8/99 ITEM# IV. I.
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SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES

c

PROGRAMS & FINANCE DEPARTMENT

Juvenile Welfare Board
6698 68h Avenue North Suite A
Pinellas Park, Florida 33781-5060
Telephone: 727-547-5600

c

RATING CRITERIA
FOR
MEASURABLE OBJECI1VES

Objective Exceeded

101% +

Objective Met

100%

Objective Substan~Aally Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%

Below 70%

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OO'k of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90'k of objectives

Satisfactory

Exc~~ .-'-

Unsatisfac~~·-

. .:1et at least 70'k of objectives
. _. _,_. :> stantially met less than 70'k of objectives

c

c

c

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
July 1999

Personal Enrichment Through
Mental Health Services

July 6, 1999

Florida Parent-Child Center

July 22, 1999

Florida Gulf Coast Autism Association

July 27, 1999

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please
contact Lisa Sahulka, 547-5643.

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
FOR:
Citizens Alliance For ProgressNeighborhood Family Center
Union Academy Cultural Center

Planned ParenthoodOutreach Education

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

Agency:
Program:

Citizen's Alliance for Progress
Union Academy Cultural Center

Date of Visit:

January 19, 1999

Program:

Neighborhood Family Center

Date of Visit:

January·19, 1999

Fiscal Year:
Program Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:

Program Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost per client:

1998-99

$ 176,780
$ 104,992

$

323
(FY 97-98)

$ 266,137
$ 206,000

$

408
(FY 97-98)

Program Description
'

c

The Citizen's Alliance for Progress (CAP) - Union Academy Cultural Center (UACC) .
program was first funded by JWB in 1989, while the Neighborhood Family Center
program (NFC), began in May of FY 1993-94. CAP has developed a truly viable NFC
program in the center of this southeastern Tarpon Springs neighborhood, and has
worked with the Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security (DLES), the
Department of Children and Families and the University of South Florida to develop a
"one stop shopping " environment for employment, health and social services. In 1995,
the organization utilized Community Development Block Grant funds to build a new
facility on the Union Academy Cultural Center grounds. This building houses a great
portion of the NFC program and staff and the entire complex was restructured to
incorporate the NFC and the UACC programs .. The primary purpose of the CAP-NFC
program is to assist and strengthen young parents and families with children ages 0-5,
while the purpose of the UACC program is to strengthen the whole neighborhood by
being a focal point for neighborhood forums, events and developing collaborative
relationships with local resources to strengthen the neighborhood. Both programs are
driven by the same resident Board that embraces the needs of young families and
neighborhood residents. Locally, the residents refer to the programs as "CAP", " the
Academy" or "the school," regardless of the program that they are participating in.
Participants who use both programs are counted in both programs on the JWB SemiAnnual reports. Between the NFC and the UACC programs there are over 30 separate
programs and/or agencies providing services.
'
During the visit, the.team reviewed programmatic data, client files, contract compliance,
interviewed staff and clients, and toured the facility. In addition, documentation validating
reported annual data from FY 1997-98 measurable objectives and minimum service
levels of both programs, was reviewed.

c

Statistics
During FY 1997-98 both programs met, exceeded or significantly achieved (achieving
95% or better) on all of their objectives and minimum service levels. The growth spurt
that the NFC initially spawned, has leveled off and the NFC and the UACC programs

are now serving a combined averaged of over 1200 children and adults per year.
The program reported 95 home visits, but the JWB team found documentation for
more. Program and JWB staff discussed issues regarding the length, quality and
content of a home visit and agreed that communication and training need to occur to all
the NFC's to elicit a common understanding of what constitutes a countable home visit.
The program also reported that 71 families were setting goals for themselves by
developing a written action plan. However, this could not be validated because some
files did not have the proper paperwork completed. This led to more discussions
regarding what standards the program should be held to when developing Family
Support Plans. Additionally, the documentation for immunization checks and voter
registration was evident, but not consistent in all files.
Findings
The services and programs offered at the NFC program cover the nine required areas
and more. They are creative, comprehensive, and reflective of collaborations with many
other agencies. Innovative programs: include the Home Instruction for Parents with
Preschool Youngsters (HIPPY), the Computer Literacy program, and the CAP job
placement center which has collaborated with USF to provide a wide array of short term
job trainings and to be a Workforce satellite center which features video conferencing.
The CAP (UACC) program has developed 12 educational/social service delivery
contracts, developed a literacy program, and provided 22 community presentations and
enrichment activities to the community. The program inadvertently neglected to report
the number of families served in FY 1997-98, but will resume reporting this item.
The program buildings and grounds were well maintained. Participant files contained
basic demographic information, some progress note reporting, and some basic family
support plans. Both programs were in compliance with the JWB FY 1998-99 JWB
Agreements.
The agency strengths include: a committed and active Board (consisting almost entirely
of neighborhood residents), a strong educational emphasis, a central location, positive
local recognition/support and solid partnerships. The Executive Director of CAP holds
a seat on the Tarpon City Council and serves on a public school advisory committee.
It was requested that the agency seek training for staff regarding family support
planning and home visiting, and then establish a standard format for file documentation
and file review. It was also requested that the program validate all information sent
regarding measurable objectives and insure that program files contain completed forms
pertaining to immunizations and voter registration. The JWB Fiscal Report states that
the agency needs to update its personnel policies, set a standard format for personnel
files, develop a policy covering the use of credit cards, and purchase a particular stamp
to help differentiate various financial transactions.
Contract Manager: Gary Cernan

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY: Planned Parenthood o.f Southwest
and Central Florida
PROGRAM: Outreach Education
DATE OF VISIT: March 26, 1999

FISCAL YEAR:
1998-99
PROGRAM BUDGET: $ 22,209
JWB ALLOCATION: $10,972
COST PER CHILD:
NA
(FY 1997-98)

Program Description
Through Outreach Education, youth aged 12 to 18 are provided comprehensive
sexuality and human growth and development education that promotes responsible and
safe sexual practices thereby decreasing the incidents of unintended pregnancies and
sexually transmitt~d infections. The curricula address life planning and goal setting,
decision-making, risk-taking and responsibility, reproductive health, the societal and
medial influences on sexual behavior, and communication and negotiation skills.
Parents are encouraged to get involved by helping them develop a greater
understanding about sexuality so that they are comfortable in discussing the subject
with their children.

Site Visit Findings

C

The site visit included: observing an educational presentation, a program overview by the
Educator, and a review of program records. A presentation on Sexually Transmitted
Diseases for 20 teenage girls at the Pinellas County Juvenile Detention Center was
observed. The presentation was in-depth and covered preventative methods with
abstinence emphasized as the best choice. Currently, the Outreach Educator is primarily
working with youth that are in alternative schools and living in residential settings other than
their home. Therefore, there is less participation of parents than originally planned. Based
on reviewed FY 98-99 program records, it appears that the program will meet or exceed
its objectives and minimum service levels. In other programmatic areas, the Outreach
Education Program was in compliance with the contract requirements. A fiscal site visit was
completed on April 28, 1999.
,
There are no programmatic or fiscal recommendations for the Outreach Education
Program.

CONTRACT MANAGER: Dorothy Jennings
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Regular Meeting: July 8, 1999
Hrvlc.ee to children
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·Training Center
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Monthly Update of Planned Activities
July 1 - July 31, 1999
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PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE

892
464
594

1997:
1998:
1999:

YTD 199617:
YTD 1997/8:
YTD 1998/9:

8,910
6,349
6,809

YTD 199617:
YTD 1997/8:
YTD 1998/9:

5,825
5,806
3,709

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE

214
166
173

1997:
1998:
1999:

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSION~S AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:
JUNE

767

1999:

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1998/1999
1997/1998
1996/1997
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994

10,518
13,072
16,937
9,985
10,971
23,518

YTD 1998/9:

10,518

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)
1992/1993
199111992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988

18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES

DATE
7/1/99

7/2/99
7/6 &
7/13/99

-

PLANNED ACTIVITY
Continuous Quality
Improvement

Developing Social Skills In
· Children
Channeling Children's Anger

SITE
JWB

Bridges To
Learning
Juvenile
Detention
Center/
Highland
Recreation
Center
Child's Park
United Methodist

7/6, 7/12,
&
7/16/99
7/8 &
7/13/99

Building Self-Esteem In
Children

7/15/99

Youth Development Forum:
Professional Ethics

7/16 &
7/19/99

Outcomes Management
Training

JWB

7/23/99

Stress Management

VA Hospital

7/29 &
7/30/99

Human Resources Issues

St. Petersburg
Suncoast
Association of
Realtors

Creating A Healthy
Workplace (2 sessions)

Juvenile
Detention
Center
JWB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In preparation for the Agency Self-Study
Efficacy Tool, executives and managers will
develop continuous quality improvement
skills
This program will present creative activities
to develop social skills in young children.
This workshop will offer skills for anger
management.

PRESENTOR(S)
Laura Pasquale, M.S.

TYPE
Professional

Jack Hartmann, M.A.

Community
Education
Community
Education

Jack Hartmann, M.A.

This program will present creative activities
to develop self-esteem in young children.

Jack Hartmann, M.A.

Community
Education

This workshop provides information on the
different components of creating a positive
and healthy workplace.
This monthly Youth Development Forum
will explore the topic of Professional Ethics
for youth workers.
In preparation for the Agency Self-Study
Efficacy Tool, executives and managers will
develop skills related to managing
outcomes.
This workshop provides information on
ways to cope and reduce stress, working in
a clinical setting.
In preparation for the Agency Self-Study
Efficacy Tool, executives and managers will
develop human resources skills.

Brenda Ball, L.M.H.C.

Community
Education

Jim Andrews, M.A.

Professional

Laura Pasquale, M.S.

Professional

Brenda Ball, L.M.H.C.

Community
Education

Laura Pasquale, M.S.

Professional

I

---·--

·

I services to chi ldren
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Regular Board Meeting of: July 8, 1999

Item #VI-K

Media News

St. Petersburg • Tampa
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LOVEN®TES

RONALD McDONALD HOUSE OF TAMPA BAY
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Marie & George Jeandros
Diane Jenkins
Penny Jennings
Junior League of Tampa
Ralph & Diane Jurewicz
Peggy Kalof
Janet Keeler
Mary & Len Keller
Billie Keirstead
Judy Keyak
Bille M. Kierstead
Shaw King
The Kitchenettes
Ki wanis C lub of Gu lf Beaches
Kiwanis C lub of S unshine C ity
The Koenig Family
Barbara Koons
Kitchenettes
Tara Krueger
George Lackie
Lakewood High School, Interact C lub
Lakewood United Methodist C hurch
Mary Ellen Lamb
Arnold M. Lawner
G loria Leach
Earl Lefever
Le\'er Brothers
Fred Lewis
Life Together Fellowship
Frank & Jan Lindgren
Luby's, Pinellas Park
Lutheran Church of the C ross Youth
Lutheran Church of the Palms
MacGregor Family
Magic of Music
Mr. & Mrs. Manglafico
Bethany Marlow
The Marrin-Brower Company
Pablo Martinez
Mike Maryi
Jack Maynard & Martha Gifford
Debbie McAleer
McClain and Company
Penny McCormick
Allison McCullough
Greg & Lori McDonald
McDonald's Collecto r's C lub,
Sunsh ine C hapter
McDonald's Restaurant,
300 38th Ave. N . St. Pete.
Jim McGarr
Mcintosh Middle School
McKesson HBOC
Bette McStowe
Melinda Meissner
Dorothy Metz
O livia Miguel
Mr. & Mrs. Minshall
Sally & Jerry Mirocke
A rlene Mishler
Ted Mont
Pam & John Montanari
Debra Morgan
Sue Mudge
C arol Mulcahy
Jill Murman
Kathy & Jay Murphy
Kay Murphy
Nativity Church Cookie Bakers
Barney R. Newsome

Far rile third year, "Youth On The Move" delitoered Ea.sr.er lxlskecs far HoiL,,
families in St. Per.ersburg. RMH is just one of fite projects selecred by rile gro11p
sponsored by rile Children's Sen:ices Commicree of rile ]mmile W'el(ar~ flmr,i
Frank & Donna Nicodemo
Lo is Nixon
N ortheast Presbyterian C hurch
Dee No"oselski
Okey Ryan Assoc.
Palm Harbor Uni\'ersity High School
Interact Club
Mary Palori
Eky Parmer
Kathy Palmisano
Mr. & Mrs. Paradis
Parry land
Pediatric Health, Pfi:er, Inc.
PEER
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Perkins
Perkins Elem. Sch ool
Tony Petrak
Nancy Phelps
Philomel Press
Phi Delta Kappa
Phi Theta Kappa, Eta Nu C hapter
Susan Pianfetti
Alden K. Pike
Pinellas County Sheriff Dept.
Boot Camp
Plant High School Boy's Basketball
Plant High School,
Anchor Service C lub
Karen Pryslopski
PTEC C learwater Nursing Students
Publix, Gateway C rossing
Publix, Grand\'iew A\'e., C learwater
Publix, Roosevelt Blvd., St. Pete.
Quality Appliance
Jeff Raber
Michael Rattner
Mr. & Mrs. Rusty Ray
Robin Reardon
Herbert L. Reeves
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Reycroft
Lizzy Ribal & Family
Amanda Rich ardson
RMH - Palo A lto, CA
Angela Robertson
Chris Rodgers
Martha Roehrig
Doris Rosenblatt
The Rough Riders

St. John's Episcopal C h urch
St. Petersburg junior League
St. Petersburg Women's C lub
S t. Thomas Episcopal Church
Sandy Salerno
Sakation Army
Dorothy Schraeder
The Sammy Sosa Foundation
Doroth y Schraeder
Larry Schwan:
Serroma Club, Downtown Noon
Ser\'iceMaster
Sharing Group. Eden Isle Bkd.
Shorecrest Prepararory School •
Sickles High School Key C lub
Sigma Delta Tau,
The U ni \'ersity of Tampa
Mrs. Janet Simpson
Peggy Simpson
Nan cy Sjoberg

The R onald :'\lcDonald H ouse
of Tampa Ba)' is supported in
part by Ronald :'lie Donald
House Charities.
Vicki Slusher
Social Security Administration
Solutia, Inc.
Paula & Lee Ste\'ens
Glenda Stewart
Suncoast Rotary Club
Tampa Bay Devil Rays
Tampa Bay Har\'est
Tampa C ivic Association
Tampa Women's C lub
Tavern on the Green
Temple B'nai Israel
Temple Terrace Fire Dept.
The Ten n is Racket
Marie Thibeault
Brenda Thomas
Tiger Electronics
Touche Panache Gifts

THE

REVIEW

FRIDAY, MAY 21 , 1999

PEOPLE
Chessarl Wins
Human Service Award
Amy Cheesari, family support worker
for Healthy Families/Healthy Partners,
recently was selected winner of the 1998
Cooperman-Bogue Award from the Juvenile
Welfare Board of Pinellas County.
One of four quarterly winners, Chessari
received $1,000 as annual winner of the
award. She provides education on child
development and parenting skills to families
who are pregnant or have newborns. A single parent working two jobs, she still finds
time to volunteer throughout the community
and has returned to school to continue her
education.

c
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THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER, SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1999

Youth
On The
Move

Youth on the Move, a
Oilldren's Service Committee
of the Jyvenile Welfare Board,
in conjunction with the St
Petersburg Police Department,
will be sponsoring a Bicycle
Safety Rodeo at Campbell
Park, 601-14th Street South on
Saturday, May 22 from 10
a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
100 helmets will be given
to children accompanied by a
parent of an adult
The purpose of this rodeo
is to reinforce the need for children to wear their helmets and
obey the safety laws while riding their bicycles.
For more information
please call Lydia at 323-7022,
Larissa at 822-5641 or Robert
at 866-1532.

THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER, SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1999
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-The City Plans For
Summe.. Playcamp
& Teen Camp
Sf. PEIERSBURG- The
City of St Petersbwg Recreation Dept has great
nities for a fun-filled 1999
summer. We still have open~ in both Sumn1er Playcamp and Teen Camp. For
tha;e who do oot wish to take
advantage of full day care, we
have specialized cl~ for all
ages. In addition, we have 8
swinuning pools, 66 tennis
oourts, 14 recreati~ centers
and TASCO teen programs.
Specialized c~ are offered
for tha;e with physical and
develcymental disabilities.
A free nutritionally halanced, b~ and lunc;h is
offered to any child urxler the
age of 18. All you need to do
is go to ooe of the Gty's playcamp site Recreation Centers.
Oilldren do oot have to be
enrolled in any other program
to receive these meals. Cleek
in at the office and start receiving these government meals
from June 7 through August

cworru-

c

c

20, Mooday throogh Friday. It
is j\S that easy. nrq, in a call
the center nearest yw.
Oilldren wm enroUcd in
the City c:i St. Petmhag
Summer Pia~ progaaan 111
Wildwood and Cam~tcn Padc
Reaealioo Centers will learn
to swim this year. A W:ed and
Seed Grant WIB approved b
funds to give children at 1hese
Cballenge 2(XX) Reaeatiat
Centers up to six weeks a 24
• swim lessoos. ~ will be
taught by Red Cra;s Certified
Swim Instructors and are
offered at Jennie Hall and
McUn Pcrls.
A Juvenile Welfun: Board
Gtant fa teens this 5l.IIUnet
Teens wm are entering grades
7-9 wm receive the Pinellz
Coonty ScOOol reduced a free
lurrh, can attend teen caanp
(mcluding field ~) at oo
ca;t ~ oontac:t Playcaanp
site for details a 893-7441 fa
more infamatioo.

4

THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER, SATURDAY, MAY 29, 1999

Community Representatives
Needed For JWB Councils
PINEUAS PARK- The
Juvenile Welfare Board is
inviting Pinellas County residents interested in children,
youth and families to setve on
one of three Community
Councils. The coWlCils, representing lower, mid and upper
Pinellas County, are comprised
mainly of citizens, but include

within the hwnan services community. High school
students also are encouraged to
participate.
. Members of the councils
meet monthly and are
involved in gathering and disseminating information concerning children and families;
articulatirig community needs
and trends affecting children
th~

and families; analyzing issues
affecting families and neighborhoods; organizing special
projects; develqJing pa;ition
papers; staying abreast of community initiatives; and making
recommendations to the Juvenile Welfare Board.
Individuals wishing to volunteer setvice on a Communi-

ty Council may get further
information by calling Dorthy
Whitlock, 547-5638; or they
may complete a brief information form available at the Juvenile Welfare Board, 6698 68th
Ave. N., Pinellas Park. Inquiries and completed informa.tion forms are requested by
June 30, 1999.

St. Petersburg Times

SEMINOLE TIMES
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Sunday, June 6, 1999

Center, neighbors at crossroads
• A committee will choose
between the Urban League and
Suncoast YMCA to run the
Omni Center. The effect of the
decision could reach far beyond
the center's walls.
By SHARON TUBBS
Times Staff Writer

lARGO - For 11 years the Pinellas
County Urban League has operated the
county-owned Omni Center in the Ridgecrest area. But if it wants to stay, the league
must convince the county and residents
\at no other organization can better serve
.•1e neighborhood.
Competing for the helm of the Omni
Center, due for $1.6-million in upgrades in
the next fev: years, is a newcomer to this
type of neighborhood improvement project: the Suncoast YMCA
Urban League president James
Simmons said his organization plans to
offer the same social and recreation programs it has for years.
"We're not planning to change a whole
lot," Simmons said.
YMCA executive director Steve Tarver
said his group will bring in new programs
tailored to meet residents' needs, such as
ongoing recreational programs designed
to build the morals of youths.
"We have a character development
thrust that we're involved in throughout
the county," Tarver said.
A stl.~ction committee made up of six
residents and three county staffers will
choose between the two after the groups
submit their proposals by June 18. The
committee then will forward the recommendation to the County Commission for
final approval this summer.
So far, opinions vary.
"I would love to see the Y over there,"
said Charles Holland, a Ridgecrest resident.
photo- SCOTT KEELER

Shavonna Scott, 8, of Largo prepares to fling a tetherball to Cecilia Marshall, 15, of Largo at the Omni
Center in Largo. Bids are being taken for a group to run the center, which is owned by Pinellas County.

Holland said he has heard good things
from people who live in the High Point
community, where the YMCA has established a similar project
"I don't have a problem with the Urban
League," Holland said. "It's just that it's
time for a change, and I don't see that
they're willing to make that change."
Residents said th~y are looking for
more structured pro!;T:tms for young people. Currently, the Urb:::n League provides
free after-care services for youth, a summer camp and a number of social service
programs, such as job and high school
equivalency training and housing repair
and assistance.
.
Betty James, who has li·:~d in the area
for 26 years, said she thinkr. a community
group, the Greater Ridgecres; Area Board
of Directors, eventually should take over
the center.
"We are capable, educated and intelligent enough," james said.
'The community is not receiving what
they should be receiving from ·t he Urban
Please see OMNI Page 7

Omni
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from Page 1

League," said James, declining to be specific.
In years to come, James said she wants to see
myriad activities, such as organized basketball, soccer, golf and tennis programs. The ne!ghborhood
needs them, she said, "to keep our chddren from
running behind cars and drug dealers."
As for the YMCA, james said, she thinks it is a
good organization, but its workers have not grown up
in Ridgecrest.
·
"I do think we need to look into our own," .she
said. 'That's in any organization, we've got to look
within."
The Omni Center was not built with social service
and structured recreation in mind, said Carol Seaman, county assistant director of community development. The building houses a large gym, a few offices
for staff, a conference room and a few classrooms
that were added after the original construction.
"It's time for some changes," Seaman said.
The county wants to create a multipurpose center
with more community room space so residents will
look to the Omni Center for family reunions and
receptions. Classrooms should be better. situated
away from the gym area so that young people can
concentrate during tutoring sessions, Seaman said.
'The facility hasn't been fully used," Seaman said.
"It's not that anybody's blamil)g the Urban League
for that."
In the past, the Urban League was responsible for
maintaining the center, but the county reworked its
agreement with the organization last year. The county now maintains the center and will make $600,000
in renovations beginning in October. The facility will
be in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Leaks will be fixed and other necessary
repairs will be completed, Seaman said.
Another $1-million is set aside for further changes
beginning next year, Seaman said. What those
changes will be will depend largely on resident input
and who takes over operations.
In time, the county hopes that the Greater Ridgecrest Area group will operate a neighborhood family
center at the Omni site, sharing it with either the
YMCA or Urban League. The organization formed
recently and now has an office in the Rainbow Village
housing complex. Members have jump-started a few
mentoring programs for teenagers. The county expects that the group will be a major force in coming
years.
Both Simmons and Tarver said they would be
eager to work with the neighborhood group.
But the YMCA may have an edge simply because
it would present something new for the community.
''When the community organization set up the
(Greater Ridgecrest Area board), we kind of decided
to start over from the ground level," Seaman said.
Officials nearly ended the county's agreement
with the Urban League last year, but recanted after

Facts about the Omni Center
• The two-story facility was built in 1983 and covers
about 12,400 square feet.
• A large gym where young people play pickup
basketball games and participate in other recreational
activities is the dominant feature ..,....-• The building is on 3.7 acres. ..-• The Pinellas County Urban League has operated
from the site for 11 years in an agreement with the
county. The county supplied some operating costs to
the organization, which was responsible for some
nominal fees and maintenance, until last year when
the county took over building maintenance.
• The county will spend $600,000 to bring the
building into compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act this year. Another $1-million has been
set aside for site upgrades not yet specified.
• A selection committee of six residents and three
county staffers will choose either the Suncoast YMCA
or the Pinellas County Urban League to continue
recreation and social service programs from the site
starting next year.

Simmons objected. Some were eyeing the YMCA
then, but decided to put the project out for bid so
interested agencies could bid and residents would
have a greater say in choosing who would run the
facility.
In the High Point area the YMCA has worked
with the county to create a branch with a pool and an
array of programs, including karate, violin and aerobics classes. Soon, job training and a community
facility will be available at the site.
Simmons said he hopes the proposals will be
reviewed fairly and whatever decision is reached
belongs to the residents. The Urban League, he said,
has not been given the respect it deserves after
running the Omni Center for so long. .
"We're having trouble understanding why, when
there appears to be a little money available, we're not
good enough to operate it," Simmon said.
With a newly renovated facility, he said, the
Urban League could provide better services.
Seaman said the process will be fair. "It's up to the
community to decide," she said.
Either way, the Urban League will have to find
someplace else ~o operate this winter during renovations. The group receives some funding from the
Juvenile Welfare Board, which will continue to pay
for some Urban League services even if the organization loses the bid and continues to operate, Simmons
said. The welfare board gave about $97,000 to the
league for 1998-1999.
The league would lose about $125,000 in county
funding that it received for the 1998-1999 fiscal year,
which runs through September. The county gave
another $55,000 or so to pay for a summer camp.
Under a new license agreement awarded to the
league or YMCA, the county would maintain the
facility. Other details won't be worked out until the
bid is awarded.

NEIGHBORHOOD TIMES
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Scout's honors
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nm. photo- PAM ROYAL
Teresa Van Alstine of Girl Scout Troop 130 has persuaded the St Petersburg
Historic Preservation Commission to designate the graves of Walter John
Hoxie and his daughter Mary Russell Day, which··are in Sunnyside Cemetery,
as local historic landmarks. PAGE 15

Girl SCOut wOrks to honor pioneers
• Teresa VanAlstine's
efforts to have the graves
of two Girl Scout leaders
recognized as historic
sites takes an important
step forward.
By WAVENEY ANN MOORE
Times Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG - Squatting in the shady cemetery, Teresa
Van Alstine pointed to the graves
of two Girl Scout pioneers she
hoped to honor.
At each marker recognizing
the contributions of Walter j ohn
Hoxie and his daughter Mary Russell Day, was a bunch of plastic
daisies. They had been '" planted"'
by local Girl Scouts, who loyally
keep up the graves, which are in
one of St. Petersburg's oldest pioneer cemeteries.
For the past 18 months, Van
Alstine. a Girl Scout since kindergarten. has made it her mission to
secure a permanent place of honor
for Hoxie and Day. Her goal was to
have their grave sites designated
local historic landmarks.
Tuesday. in a unanimous decision. the ni ne-member Historic
Preservation Commission voted to
grant her request. The recommen·
dation still must be ratified by the
City Council.
"I feel that an important part of
history has occurred today, because I've been able to make the
Girl Scout history ofSt Petersburg
known, not only to my own city,
but also to Girl Scouts across the
United States,"' said Van Alstine,
whose Girl Scout sash, jammed
with awards. gives evidence of her
devotion to the movement.
City planner John R. Hixenbaugh has been a staunch supporter of the recent St. Petersburg
High School graduate's project.
"It was an extremely pleasant
project for me to work on," he said.
"It just helps to reaffirm our faith in
today's youth."
Van Alstine, who will attend
Randolph-Macon Woman's College in Virgina, has logged 1,490
volunteer hours during the past 15
months. She worked with the
homeless, the Juyeni!e w~wg
~J the Salvation Anny an o er groups. Also active in high
school, she was a math tutor and a
member of the student government. Tuesday, the same day the
Historic Preservation Commission
granted her request, she was
awarded an $800 college scholarship by the Kiwanis Club of St.
Petersburg.
The 18-year-old began her historic preservation project more
than a year ago in her quest to earn
the Girl Scouts Gold Award, an
honor equivalent to the rank of
Eagle Scout. Van Alstine's persistent research Jed her to the graves

Tlmes art

Tomesfiloo

Mary Russell Day, center, was a guest of honor in October 1960 at the Founder's Tea of the Girl Scout
Council of South Pinellas. Mrs. Richard Winning, right, presents Mrs. Day with a certificate of
appreciation. Mrs. Day was founder of Girl ScoU1ing in Pinellas County.

Tinlo ,.__PAM !lOYAl.

Teresa Van Alstine made a patch commemorating Walter J. Hoxie,
which she holds next to his gravestone in Sunnyside Cemetery.
in the cemetery across from John given to a volunteer leader.
M. Sexton Elementary School and
Hoxie moved to St Petersburg
a wealth of information about Hox- in 1927. He died in 1934. The counie and Day.
ty's Girl Scouts held a memorial
dedication at his grave site in 1957.
Born in 1848, in Rochester, The
plaque they commissioned
N.Y., Hoxie was a friend of Juliette reads, "Walter John Hoxie, Friend
Gordon Low, who founded the of Juliette Gordon Low, Author of
American Girl Scouts movement the First Girl Scout Handbook,
on March 12, 1912, in Savannah, Awarded the FtrStThanks Badge."
Ga. A noted ornithologist, Hoxie
The neighborhood to which
led a girls' nature study group,
whose members were among the Van Alstine's Girl Scout troop benation's first girl scouts. As a loyal longs, and which consists of 61
supporter of tlie movement, he troops. from Ftfth Avenue North to
is named after
wrote its first handbook and re- Gandy Boulevard,
·
·
ceived the organization's first Hoxie.
While he played a pivotal role
Thanks Badge, the highest award

in the founding of the national
movement, his daughter became a
pioneer of Girl ScoutS in Pinellas
County. Van Alstine discovered
that she started the first troop in
1924. Since leaders at that time
were referred to as captain, Day
became known as Gappy Day.
Day earned a high school diploma from St. Petersburg High
School in 1941, when she was 63.
She died in 1964 in Dade City, but
was buried next to her father in
Sunnyside Cemetery near 54th Avenue and 19th Street N.
A Girl Scout memorial plaque
at Day's grave reads, "Mary Russell Day, Daughter of Walter J.
Hoxie, Founder of Girl Scouting in
PineUas County, 'Gappy Day' to all
her scouts."
Van Alstine's research is bound
in a three-quarter-inch-thick spiral
notebook.
·
· "I called several libraries in
Georgia, and that is where I got a
lot of information," Van Alstine
said last week, as she sat near the
graves of Hoxie and Day.
"I also did a lot of research at
the public library here. . . . It's
taken me a year just to get to go to
the Historical Preservation Commission to see if they11 approve of
the landmark," she said.
Approval, said Hixenbaugh,
means the grave sites will be added to a city register of historic sites
and properties.
Additionally, he said, ''We

sw
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make sure that any alterations
don't diminish the historic integrity of the site. So, for example, if
somebody wa nted to make
changes to the headstones or the
Girl Scout plaques at the site, we
will review it and make sure it is
appropriate."
There will be no marker indicating the graves' special designation at this point, Hixenbaugh added, because the city has not yet
developed a historic marker program.
Besides her research, Van Alstine also created a patch program,
"A Tribute to Walter john Hoxie,"
for the Suncoast Girl Scouts Council.
"! just felt it was important to
learn about the history of our Girl
Scout neighborhood, and that's
why I created the patch program,
so they could learn about the history of the neighborhood as weU as
the field of natural history," she ~
said.

The patch, which was designed
by Van Al.stine and is based on the
memorial at Hoxie's grave, encourages girls to learn about him and
careers in natural science and historic preservation. It also is an
opportunity for them to do service
projects that involve conservation.
Van Alstine's mother, Patty
Van Alstine, has served as her
daughter's Girl Scout leader.
Speaking an hour before her
daughter's presentation about
Hoxie and Day, she said, "I think
whatever she does, it's important
that she makes a difference in the
lives of other people, just as these
two people did.".
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GOVERNMENT
Juvenile Welfare Board
Seeks Volunteers

c

c

The luyenj!e Welfare Board of Pinellas
County is inviting residents interested in
children, youth and families to serve on
one of three Community Councils.
'!be councils represent lower, mid and
upper Pinellas County. High school stude nts are encouraged to participate.
Members of the councils meet monthly
and are involved in gathering and dissenr
inating information concerning children
and families; articulating community
needs and trends affecting children and
families; analyzing issues affecting fam~
lies and neighborhoods; organizing special projects; developing position papers;
and making recommendations to the
Juvenile Welfare Board.
Information for prospective volunteers
is available by calling Dorthy Whitlock at
(J27) 547-5638. Inquiries and completed
information forms are due by June 30.
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Send comments and tips through e-mail to:

baylife@tampatrib.com
LEE BARNES, Senior Editor/News, (813) 259-7567
Baylife fax, (813) 259-7676
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Center director Bun Hap Prak apologizes because boxes remain packed.
The past month has been busy, he
says.

JUDY HILL
Columnist

Center helps
Asians e·ase
culture shock
ST. PETERSBURG- Nearly five years
ago to the day, the Asian Family and
Community Empowerment Center, a
resource center for Asian immigrants
in the Tampa Bay area, opened its
doors in a tiny storefront in a rundown area of Ninth Street North.
As the area's Asian population grew,
the center grew, too. The threadbare
facility became nearly as crowded as
many of the resettlement camps the
immigrants were crammed into during their long migration to America.
A couple of weeks ago, the center
moved into larger quarters. In what
may only be serendipity and not the
result of cosmic forces, the agency's
new location was once home to the St.
Petersburg International Folk Fair
Society.
So, appropriately, a chorus of languages and a rainbow of cultures will
continue to thrive in the old building
on First Avenue North.
The first "official" event in the new
facility, scheduled for Saturday, is a
community celebration for the Hmong
students who recently graduated from
area high schools.

IN ADDITION to the move, the center
hosted a three-day national conference of the Association for the
Education and Advancement of
Cambodians, Laotians and
Vietnamese Americans and held its
annual Asian heritage festival.
Although recent census figures indicate that about 15,000 Asians and
Pacific Islanders live in Pinellas
County, Prak puts the number at more
like 25,000. The largest group is from
Vietnam. Othe rs include Cambodians,
Thais, Laotians, Hmongs, Filipinos.
A refugee from the killing fields of
Pol Pot's Cambodia, Prak came to St.
Petersburg in 1982.
·
"'There were only two Asian grocery
stores in the area then," h e says.
As a juvenile justice counselor, he
became aware of the growing need for
empowerment for the increasing number of Asians relocating to the Bay
area.
Many arrived shortly after the
Vietnam War. Others settled first in
other areas of the United States and
were attracted to Florida by weather,
relatives and friends.
Language, cultural barriers and
changing immigration laws hit the
immigrants hard.
MANY OF THE cultural differences
are shocking to the immigrants, says
Prak, including the cavalier American
attitude toward money and debt.
After several frustrating years
searching for funding to open a center, Prak found support from the
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas.
The Asian center was born.
Its primary focus remains
easing resettlement, supporting
self-sufficiency, preserving cultural
heritage, and promoting participation
and influence in the greater
community.

The agency provides a range of
social services devoted to issues
affecting immigrants.
"We serve people from cradle to
grave," says Prak.
Despite such activities, however, the
Asian center and its work and the
Asian community at large remain
unnoticed and/ or ignored by the general population.
Neither have local governmental
bodies, aside from the visionary
Juvenile Welfare Board, offered much
assistance.
But Prak, who says two of his major
goals continue to be raising community awareness and governmental support, just keeps on trucking.
..,. Judy Hill can be reached through email at jhifl@tampatrib.com or by phone
at (813) 259·7812, by fax at (813) 2597676 or by writing her c/o The Tampa
Tribune, P.O. Box 191, Tampa FL 33601 .
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Songwriter
teaches kids
with tunes

AlecSoto
interacts to
Twinkle,
Twinkle Little
Star ashe
keeps his eyes
on Jack
Hartmann. Alec
is in
kindergarten at
Frontier
Elementary
School.

• A Largo man puts nursery rhymes
to music and has written interactive
songs designed to be fun and teach
children specific concepts.

___..,.,.KAOB._
Jack Hartmann entertains kindergartenen; at Frontier Elementary School in largo on ~ursday. The children interact with the songsin this case, the Hokey.f>okey. Since 1990, Hartmann has produced 10 albums under hos own Hop 21t Records label.
By NIRVI SHAH
Timet Staft Wrh.,

LARGO - The children chomped like
alligators. They swayed like alligators. They
peered over the swamp like alligators.
But these Frontier Elementary kindergarten and first-grade students weren't really
learning about alligators. They we re learning
rhythmic patterning from Jack Hartmann's
song The Alligator Chomp.
"Don't chomp yet- not until! tell you,"
Hartmann told the group. The song instructs
children to liste n to the pattern Hartmann
chomps and imitate the pattern. This song
and many of the others the Largo man has
written are designed to be fun for kids and
teach a specific concept
"He sings good songs 'cause he's a good
singer." said 6-year-old Matthew Walsh. one
of the stude nts jumping, running and singing.
"I have his tape."

Since 1990, Hartmann has produced 10
albums under his own Hop 2 It Records label,
and he said he has sold about 50,000 albums.
A w.vepjle Welfare &pard empl~yee sin~e
1983, e works as a tramer, teachmg soetal
workers, counselors and other people who
work with children and families how to reach
youths in an effective way.
But spending time with children and making music are two things the New York native
has been doing his whole life. As a psychology
stude nt at the University of Florida, he
worked in the inpatie nt unit for autistic children at Shands Teaching Hospital.
"I would take my guitar and play little
songs for the kids," Hartmann said. "They
seemed to respond to that."
He began playing guitar when he was a
teenager and even formed a band while in
high school.
"I really started fooling around writing
songs back then." he said. "I always enjoyed

the songwriting part - it's a little different
dime nsion than playing someone else's mu-

sic."
Hartmann returned to florida to be close
to his parents, who were living in New Port
Richey, and took a job at the Juvenile Services
Program working with delinquent youths.
"Man, can you play guitar, man?" Hartmann said he recalls some kids asking him.
The reply: "Yeah, man, I can play any kind of
guitar." So Hartmann would.
"It was a nice connection."
After a brief stint as a substitute kindergarten teacher, Hartmann said he felt children's
music was his calling.
"I saw some of the records that were out
there and thought, 'I can maybe do that' •
Hartmann made a record and then worked
on the local cable television show Kid's Platt,
where he performed his children's music and
Please see SONGS Page 3

Songs

from Page 1

eventually became host.
He has worked closely with
the Pinellas County School Board
in developing some of his songs so
they can be used to teach and
reinforce specific concepts.
"I always go to the teachers
and say, 'Is this going to work?'"
Hartmann said. Some of the material was something Marianne Easton, the county's early childhood
education supervisor, said she
could not find anywhere else.
Hartmann's first compact disc,
Rhymin' to the Beat, puts nursery
rhymes to music and adds actions
the kids can do. The School Board
adopted it in 1996 as part of the
· curriculum available to kindergarteners. Easton said the songs promote language development and
phonemic awareness, which she
explained meant hearing the
sounds in words.
Another album, Shake, Rattle
N' Read, also works on language
development by teaching kids
ton~e twisters, word families and

how to stretch out words so they
·
can hear all the sounds.
'There aren't any songs out
there that I know that even do
that," Easton said.
Not only is Hartmann's music
educational, but Tawnya Powers,
early childhood trainer for Pinellas County Schools and a mother
of two, said her children just think
it's fun.
'That's all they want to listen
to," Powers said. "Before they go
to sleep, in the car - they can't
get enough of it."
She said her youngest child, a
3-year-old, already has developed
some language skills that typically
are taught to kindergarteners.
One of Hartmann's strongest
supporters is Mark Dye, who has
arranged and produced Hartmann's music for many years. Dye
also plays almost all of the instruments to back Hartmann's voice
on the albums. Dye said that all
Hartmann needs is a break.
"All it takes is one person
whose voice can be heard," Dye
said. "He has limitless potential
~~ the energy and drive to do it."

. ..,
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By KRISTINE MILLEN
Times Stall Writer

'lARGO
s a 4-H agent, Janet Harper lmows
there are a lot of resources for
Pinellas County teens. Yet, like most
youth workers, she's just not sure
what they all are or where they're located.
Community YouthMapping, a concept
developed by the Center for Youth
Development and Policy Research in
V'-~hington, D.C., is about to change that
, The program employs teens ages 14 to 18
to1>Qund the pavement looking for recreational and after-school activities, employment and
volunteer opportunities, and educational programs.
Youth mappers also look for the hidden
resources, such as businesses that may offer
scholarships or internships.
As the information is gathered, it is compiled into a database that will eventually be
used to create a countywide resource guide. It
also will identify what is lacking so communities can push for needed youth programs,
Harper said.
The newly developed Pinellas County for
YouthMapping advisory board, made up of
eight teens and 14 adults, also will come up
with other ways to put the data to good use.
Teens conducting surveys gather information
To obtain a
as basic as phone numYouthMapping
bers and hours of operaapplication or
tion, to more detailed
provide inforinformation such as the
mation fora
closest bus stop and a
survey, call
checklist of programs
(m) 582-2100.
and services offered.
The back page of the
survey gives the youth
11pers an opportunity to log their impres.t of the place they visit
"It's important for youth to be doing this "
Harper said of the mapping. "Youths see '
resources differently than adults do."
About 32 cities nationwide have used
Community YouthMapping, establishing Web
sites, youth hotlines, even school curriculums.

A
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. 'There is a myriad of possibilities," Harper
S&d. "We lmow we want to get the information
out, but how? Only time will tell."
The 4-H Pinellas County Cooperative
Extension Service in Largo and Family
Resources in St Petersburg are the first in the
state to implement the mapping. Plans are to
cover the entire county within three years. ·
The 58 teens who have been hired by the
two agencies for the summer session make
$5.25 an hour, working from 9 am. to 3 o.m.
Monday through Friday.
A $150,000 grant received by 4-H from the
~uvenile Welfare B~ .3.nd the Kellogg
·
oundation covers
salaries of its 32 teens
and eight supervisors. It also was used to buy
two vans.
Before hitting the road Monday, youth
mappers spent a week training. They grasped
the basics of the program from two
YouthMapping developers, who also helped
with interviewing and communication skills.
1
Lessons on conduct, how to deal with difficult
situations and team-building exercises conducted by JWB PathFmders filled the rest of
the days.
Friday, the teens put their skills to the test
and headed out for a trial run. Equipped with
clipboards and clad in pale yellow T-shirts with
"Youth Mapper" printed on the back. the
teams and their supervisor descended upon
· the cooperative extension's neighbors along
Walsingham and Ulmerton roads.
At the FII'St Baptist Church of Indian
Rocks Thrift Center, Dee Feazell and Jake
Kolosey spent 15 minutes quizzing manager
Bill Austin. As Kolosey asked questions,
Feazell filled in the three-page survey form. "I
was nervous at first, but then it got easy,"
Feazell said. "I've got a good partner."
Kolosey agreed. "We play really well off of
each other," he said.
After nearly an hour of surveying, the
teens headed back for a 30-minute assessment
session with their supervisor, which takes
place after each day's work.
Feazell, 16, learned about the program at

e

Largo High SchooL where she is a junior. She
is one of 200 teens who applied to be a youth
mapper. "I want to help my community anyway I can, especially to make it possible for
young people to work," said Feazell, who also
works as a grocery store cashier. "I would
enjoy doing this regardless if I was paid or
not" Sixteen-year-old Kolosey had something
else in mind when he applied.
"I was really looking for something for
myself, like a carpentry apprenticeship " he
said. "But I also hope to be a good e~ple."
Promoting a positive image for young people is a priority for both teens.
"I hope we can open eyes," Feazell said.
"~lot of people see us in a negative light But
tlJ!s can help show them we can do positive
things and we can make a difference."

County program helps
youths gain insight into
local businesses by mapping
out internships, community
sennceopportunities
and more.

.. .

Tlmes photo- JOAN KADEL FENTON

From left, Vanessa Ortiz, Michael Dotson, Leonard Davis, Eric Benjamin and Bobby Blasewitz, participate in teamwork
skills before they go out to local businesses and collect information for the county regarding youth resources.
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ITEM IV.L.
Regular Meeting 7/8/99

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director-""
Lisa Sahulka, Director of ProgramslYlnanc~l)v

¥\. ttkf:

Narrative
The Coordinated Child Care A.N.G.E.L.S. (Access Network Group of Early Learning Substitutes)
Program was previously funded under the Board Action of 5/14/98 as Substitutes on Standby
(SOS) for 9 months in FY 98-99. Staff is recommending allowing Coordinated Child Care to
utilize JWB lapse funding to continue the program for the last 3 months (July-September 1999).
Transitional dolla~s in the amount of $50,000 have been budgeted for FY 99-00.
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

c

JWB funds are used for advertising, travel and training.
A sub-committee of Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (P.E.C.C.), the Quality
Child Care Initiative Committee (Q.C.C.I.), developed the program.
The Q.C.C.I. committee is comprised of representation from Pinellas Early
Childhood Collaborative, Pinellas County License Board, Coordinated Child Care,
Juvenile Welfare Board, Department of Children & Families and the Pinellas County
School Board.
The committee researched similar programs, developed and wrote a proposal and received
funding from JWB and DCF to enable CCC to implement the project. The program funding
ended on June 30, 1999.
The project has in the past year conducted 4 training's and recruited over 40 participants.
47 participants completed the training.
Currently 8 have been hired to fulltime positions in a child care center and 27 are still active
participants.
The first class graduated in December 1998 and since then A.N.G.E.L.S. have substituted at
over 18 participating centers and have contributed over 3,715 hours of substitute care in the
early education and care field .
This project was developed at the request of the Early Learning Child Care Community as it
was a need for them to be able to secure individuals to substitute in their centers to relieve
some of the impact due to a shortage of staff in the early education and care field .
The committee has secured funding from DCF in the amount of $42,607 for July 1, 1999June 30, 2000 to fund the current position of the project coordinator and to add a part time
position.
The program is expected to maintain if not increase it's rate of graduating A.N .G.E.L.S. and
to increase the number of participating centers. The project was also selected to be
presented by CCC staff and committee staff for a workshop at the National Association for
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) annual conference in November of this year and
at the State Coordinating Council's Summer Conference in July 1999.
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Privatization's problems
The recent decision by non-profit Devereux Florida Treatment Network to pull out of
the child-welfare privatization contract - and
its intention to rebid soon as a newly formed,
less capitalized subsidiary- highlights both
the uncertainties surrounding the move toward privatization and the potential dangers it
presents. The Department of Children and
Families needs to proceed cautiously to ensure that whoever succeeds Devereux has the
expertise and financial wherewithal to do the
job right.
The pullout was unexpected though, in
fairness to Devereux, not entirely unforewarned. From day one, the company was open
about its need for financial assurances and its
desire to safeguard existing programs and assets should a lawsuit be filed against it or
should the cost of services skyrocket. It
looked as if Devereux had succeeded in getting what it wanted, especially after lawmakers capped its legal liability and made other
changes aimed at limiting its financial exposure.
But those concessions were not enough to
satisfy Devereux. In an effort to further protect the assets of its parent company, Devereux asked DCF earlier this month to reissue
the contract to its new subsidiary. It backed
out of the contract last week when DCF refused .

The state was right to say no to the paper
substitution. Though the state did so on procedural grounds, Devereux's request could
have consequences that state officials cannot
ignore. While any subsidiary would presumably share employees and experience with its
parent company, it might well offer taxpayers
and the children it is supposed to serve a decidedly different level of protection. No longer
could the parent company's assets be tapped if
services prove more costly than projected or in the event a foster child is hurt by the subsidiary and the state-mandated insurance is inadequate to cover the damage.
With the ball back in their court, DCF officials are taking care not to slant the playing
field one way or the other - especially since
Devereux will formally rebid, according to
company administrator Marcie Biddlemanexcept to say they will evaluate the financial
worthiness of all bidders, subsidiary or otherwise. They should stick to that position.
At the same time, state leaders and lawmakers should be prepared to fund foster-related services at a realistic level and to compensate private providers if more children
than projected come into the system. Childwelfare is expensive, no matter who performs
the job. Statewide privatization will succeed, if
at all, only if its primary goal is to save lives,
not money.
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Jim Mills, Executive Director
Juvenile Welfare Boar d of Pinellas County
6698 68th Avenue, North
Sui t e A
Pinellas Park, Florida 33781-5060
Dear Mr. Mills:
I don't know how common it is for your agency to
r eceiv e thank you let ter s f r om t hose o f u s who rece ive
funds through JWB, but I would like to take this
oppor tun ity to t hank JWB f o r making i t possibl e for us t o
purchase a new copier with the funds that we received
through a g r a nt t his Spr ing .
With this more advanced machine, the well being of
my Administrative Team has been enhanced, and mine, as
well. It makes life easier for us- eliminating many of
the copying "hassles " we had over the years. It allows
us to be more productive and to use less t ime for this
particular component of our work.
I know, most of all that we ' re thanking the citizens
of thi s c ommunity, inc luding myse l f , fo r supporting JWB,
but we would like to thank you Mr.Mi l ls, and your Board
of Dire cto r s, y our staff fo r making sure t hat funds are
available and that they're used purposefully .
Know that we, at Happy Workers Children's Center
appreciate a g rea t deal t his s upport o f our work with
young children and their families .
Sincerely,

~gl~~~g
D~::~tbtvir
Executive
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0 It brings out the best in all of us:M

